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Naturally, this publication is not capable to answer all the questions 
about the history of the GulaG. yet, it should serve to navigate 
basic concepts, events, and dates. the Musem's experts chose key 
documents, facts, statistical data, quotes, and photo materials, 
through which one can trace the origin, development, and decline  
of the repressive system in the ussr during the period 1920–1950. 

despite being concise, “atlas of the GulaG” relies on multiple 
information sources about the GulaG: academic research, archive 
documents, eyewitness memories, unique photographs, museum 
exhibits, which are material evidence of the repression epoch. 

such a book was missing for many years. Now for the first time  
written in an accessible language, “atlas of the GulaG” will interest 
both the ones who have just encountered the theme of repression  
and those who would like to fill the gaps in chronology. It will help  
to understand economics and topography of the GulaG,  
living conditions, and survival strategies in camps, processes  
of rehabilitation, and the state of cultural memory about  
the GulaG today. 

roMAn roMAnov,
director of the GUlAG history MUseUM,
heAd of the MeMory fUnd
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chAPter 1.
ProtoGUlAG

bolshevik concentrAtion cAMPs were  
the PArt of the PUblic Policy of the red terror 
dUrinG the first yeArs of the soviet Power.

CHroNoloGy:
noveMber 22, (deceMber 5), 1917

the Council of People's Commissars (sovnarkom, sNK)  
decree “on Court” abolished the existing judicial system  
and established revolutionary tribunals, which should have  
been guided by “revolutionary conscience and revolutionary  
legal awareness” in their judicial activities.

APril 11, 1919
the all-union Central executive Committee (VtsIK) released  
a decree “on forced labor camps.” according to this document,  
such camps were organized under each countries executive  
committees. each camp was intended for no less than  
300 people.

MAy 12, 1919
the VtsIK approved “the instruction for forced labor camps,” 
which set the legal regulation of camps activities in motion.

october 13, 1923
the sNK of the ussr approved an order on the organization  
of the solovetsky special designation Camp. It defined  
organization and governance of the camp, which was based  
on two main points of distribution in arkhangelsk and Kem,  
on the Joint state Political administration (oGPu).

With the victory of the october revolution the soviet power 
terminated evolutionary path of the penitentiary system  
in the country and established a network of the new punitive  
bodies, which were not known in russia before — forced labor camps,  
which became the main tool of repressive politics of the soviet state.

the first concentration camps for convicts appeared on the territory  
of the soviet republic in summer 1918, during the Civil war.  
they were a part of the public policy of the red terror.  
Mostly, the camps were established on the premises of orthodox 
monasteries. after the Civil war special prison camps, subordinate 
units of the oGPu itself, replaced “quick fix” places of detention.

2. Prisoners of one of Moscow 
concentration camps
at work. 1918. rGaKFd
Read more about the use of forced 
labor on page 8

1. “Case No. 1. andronievo — 
Forced labor Camp.”  
Most commonly, the camps 
were established on the 
premises of orthodox 
monasteries. during summer 
1919 andronikov Monastery 
became andronikov forced 
labor camp.
Read more about detention conditions 
in this camp in duchess T. Kurakina© s 
memoirs on page 10

1.

2.
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the nUMber of forced lAbor cAMPs exPloded:  
by the end of 1919, 21 cAMPs existed  
on the territory of rsfsr, And by the sUMMer  
of 1920, there were 49, And in noveMber —  
122 cAMPs.

“…arrest, as hostages, large representatives of bourgeoisie, landowners, 
manufacturers, traders, counter-revolutionary priests, all officers opposed  
to the soviet power, and incarcerate all this public in concentration camps  
with the most reliable guard, making all these gentlemen work under escort.”

froM the secret All-rUssiAn extrAordinAry coMMission (vchk) decree 
“on the red terror” As of sePteMber 2, 1918

“…In this situation, terror is necessary to provide rear security; […] it is desired 
to make sure that the soviet republic is free from class enemies through their 
isolation at concentration camps. every individual associated with White Guard 
organizations, conspiracies, and rebellions is subject to shooting.”

froM the snk decree “on the red terror” As of sePteMber 5, 1918

“Comrade Kamenschikov, whom I appointed as head of railroad Moscow-Kazan, 
ordered to create concentration camps in Murom, arzamas, and sviyazhsk,  
in which all dark agitators, counter-revolutionary officers, saboteurs, parasites, 
black marketeers will be incarcerated. We will make the only exception  
for those, who are shot on the crime scene or sentenced for other punishment 
by revolutionary tribunals.”

froM the decree by nArkoM of wAr And MArine AffAirs l. trotsky  
As of AUGUst 8, 1918

3. Poster: “tsar, priest,  
and kulak are enemies  
of the nation.” Ga rF

4. l. trotsky among soldiers 
of the red army. 1918

3. 4.
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dUrinG the Period froM october 1917  
to noveMber 1921 the totAl nUMber  
of convicts increAsed froM 36 thoUsAnd  
to 183 thoUsAnd PeoPle.
Following the signing of the treaty of Brest-litovsk in March 1918, 
former camps for captives of war were reorganized into VChK 
concentration camps. they accommodated political opponents  
of the soviet power, participants and supporters of the White 
movement, and foreign prisoners of war. thus, a network of VChK 
camps emerged on the territory of the ussr beginning in spring 1919.  
In 1919 People's Commissariat of Internal affairs (NKVd)  
of rsFsr joins the organization of camps. such close collaboration  
of the VChK and the NKVd resulted in F. dzerzhinsky to be the head  
of both agencies from March 1919.

Chairman of the VChK F. dzerzhinsky was the main initiator  
of the idea to use concentration camps as repressive measure.  
He developed the concept of the soviet camp system and gave  
a theoretical justification of exploitation of the forced labor.

“the punishment does not consider rehabilitation of a criminal. […]  
the republic cannot be sympathetic toward criminals and cannot spend  
too much funds on them. they should compensate all related expenses with 
their work. We should send them away to occupy deserted and pathless areas, 
such as Pechora, obrodsk and others.”

froM A letter by f. dzerzhinsky to the centrAl control coMMission (ckk rkP(b)) 
As of febrUAry 17, 1924

3, 4. Posters “Bolshevism 
cause is the cause of the 
devil,” “Bolsheviks' gift.”  
Ga rF

1. F. dzerzhinsky 
(in the middle) at the yard 
of VChK. 1918. rGaKFd

2. Convicts of the one
of Moscow camps at work. 
1918. rGaKFd

1. 2.
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hostAGe tAkinG, A new PUnitive MeAsUre  
thAt hAd not been APPlied in rUssiA before  
the revolUtion, wAs introdUced  
to sUPPress oPPosition of vArioUs  
GroUPs of the PoPUlAtion.
they arrested people from all segments of society as hostages.  
In the first place, they took particularly well-known and distinguished 
members of the society. Hostages were subjected to be shot with  
no exception in case of any anti-soviet performances or disturbances 
in a given locality. 
Because of this fact, shootings of convicts were usual within  
the concentration camps.

“they took hostages in ryazan in the summer of 1918. there were so many 
convicts that the municipal prisons could not take them, so they were  
gathered at the first concentration camp (there were more of them later…),  
set up at the outskirts in a former convent. […]
this city concentration camp has existed for quite long, and you cannot 
imagine how many went through it! later, here they placed captured  
white guards, who were imprisoned upon a verdict of a revolution tribunal, 
widows of shot ones, who were expiating their ‘guilt’ by scrubbing floors  
at train stations, and ‘has-beens’, as new inhumans called them.”

froM MeMoirs of A. GArAsevA, An AnArchist, A forMer convict,  
And lAter An “illeGAl secretAry” of A. solzhenytsyn

during the suppression of the tambov peasant revolt (1921) by the 
governmental army, a large amount of field concentration camps for 
hostages were created. Most of the hostages were children, women, 
and old people. By the august 1, 1921, according to incomplete data, 
1155 youngsters, including 397 children under 3 years old, and 785 — 
under 5 years old, were kept in 10 concentration camps.

3. 4.
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there were A lot of distinGUished PeoPle 
AMonG convicts of the first soviet cAMPs: 
rePresentAtives of the rUssiAn AristocrAcy, 
scientists, PoliticiAns, entrePreneUrs.
For instance, the daughter of l. tolstoy aleksandra, duchess 
t. Kurakina, nee Baroness Wrangel, the distinguished russian 
economist d. Kondratiev, a former member of the state duma cadet 
Chernosytov, and many others were sentenced to imprisonment  
at concentration camps.

“…I am not hiding I am not fond of Bolshevism. I have expressed my perspective 
openly and directly at court. However, I have never opposed the soviet 
government, and would never stand against it actively. I was never involved  
in politics and neither did I take part in any parties. I wonder what gives  
the soviet government a right to lock me up within four walls as some  
kind of harmful animal, leaving myself with no possibility to work with  
and for people, who are most important to me? […] Vladimir Ilyich!  
If I am harmful to russia, expel me abroad. If I am harmful there too,  
taking in consideration a right of one person to kill another,  
shoot me as a harmful member of the soviet republic.
But do not make to live a life of a parasite locked within four walls  
with prostitutes, thieves, and bandits.”

froM A drAft letter by A. tolstAyA to v. lenin, which she wrote At novosPAsskiy 
concentrAtion cAMP in 1920

“they accommodated us, ladies, in a special building which was a former 
bishop's residence. It was so cold there. the deserted house was so damp,  
so when I climbed my bunk bed I felt that the boards are not just moist but wet.  
When I woke up I could feel I was soaked and chilly to the bone. they fed  
us terribly. In simple words, they starved us. there was no oven, so we had  
no heating during days when it was freezing outside.”

froM MeMoirs of dUchess t. kUrAkinA, A convict of the Andronevo forced  
lAbor cAMP

1. “Case No. 1. andronevo — 
Forced labor Camp.”

2. a. tolstaya with her father, 
writer l. tolstoy.  
Not later than 1910

1. 2.
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the coUncil of PeoPle© s coMMissArs orGAnized 
the solovetsky sPeciAl destinAtion cAMP (slon) 
in AUtUMn 1923.
all forced labor camps were closed during the period from 1922  
to 1923. the GPu replaced the VChK and later transformed into the 
Joint state Political administration (oGPu) after the establishment  
of the ussr in 1923. the oGPu got significant privileges to organize 
camps at remote and sparsely populated regions. the soviet 
government saw great potential in using forced labor and in 
particular colonization of new territories and areas, the most distant 
corners of the country, which were rich in natural resources needed 
to enshrine the regime of the new state. the solovetsky special Camp 
(sloN) became the first camp of the new type. the camp was located 
on the bigger solovki island amidst the White sea.

during the first seven years of the camp's existence, the number  
of convicts, of which many were political prisoners, had grown  
from 3 thousand to 60 thousand people. the experience with  
the solovki became the base for further development of the soviet 
camp system.

2. the red army soldiers 
serving on the solovki islands. 
Writings on the banner read 
as follows: the bottom left: 
“Keep gunpowder dry!”,  
the upper right: “there are 
no front lines, but the threat 
exists.” the 1920s. GMIG

1. Female sewing workshop  
of the solovetsky special 
Camp. the 1920s. GMIG

1. 3.

2. 4.

3. solovetsky special Camp 
convicts, laying pavement. 
GMIG

4. solovetsky special Camp 
infirmary. Male ward.  
the 1920s. GMIG
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Convicts arrival to the Kem 
distribution point of the 
solovki special Camp.
a still of the film “solovki 
(solovetsky special camps).”
In seven parts.  
sovkino production.  
1927–1928. rGaKFd
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1. the sNK of the ussr decree on the organization 
of the solovetsky Forced labor Camp of special destination 
as of october 13, 1923. Ga rF

2. the sNK decree “on red terror” as of september, 5, 1918 
gave extrajudicial repression on political grounds 
and concentration camps the offi cial status. rGasPI

2.

1.
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3. Certifi cate on the number of children kept as hostages 
in the concentration camps of the tambov county 
as of august 1, 1921. rGVa

3.
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chAPter 2.
PoliticAl rePression

stAte rePression on PoliticAl GroUnds in forMs 
of “revolUtionAry violence,” “the red terror,” 
“clAss MAssAcre” hAs been iMPleMented froM 
the first dAys of the soviet Power existence.

CHroNoloGy:
deceMber 7 (20), 1917

the sNK releases the decree “on creation of the all-russian 
extraordinary Commission for the struggle against  
Counterrevolution, sabotage and Work-related Crime under  
the Council of People's Commissars” (VChK). F. dzerzhinsky  
became the head of VChK.

febrUAry 6, 1922
the VChk was reorganized into the state Political administration 
(GPu) under the NKVd rsFsr by the VtsIK decree “on the abolition 
of all-russian extraordinary Commission and on rules of searches, 
confiscations, and arrests.”

JUly 6, 1923
the tsiK ussr established the Joint state Political administration  
(oGPu) under the sNK ussr to organize the field work of the GPu 
divisions at the all-union scope.

febrUAry 25, 1927
the tsiK ussr adopted the decree “on governmental crimes  
(counter-revolutionary and severely hazardous crimes against 
governance arrangements of the soviet union),” upon which  
the article 58 was included into the Penal Code of the rsFsr.  
this article included 14 points, which established the elements  
of contra-revolutionary offences.

JUly 10, 1934
the order by the tsiK ussr established the NKVd ussr,  
which now included the oGPu. the structure of the narcomate 
included the Main directorate of state security (GuGb),  
the Main directorate of Corrective-labor camps and labor  
settlements (GulaG) and other bodies.

staring summer 1918, political repression became an mass event 
turning into forthright terror. Practically any person could fall  
in the category of a “class enemy” based on their descent,  
profession, party affiliation, family ties, etc.

1. Poster “all hail NKVd.” 
artists V. deni, N. dolgorukov,
1939. Ga rF
Read more about the time of NKVD 
USSR creation on page 18

2. Banner with slogan
“We will fortify the sword  
of the dictatorship  
of the proletariat — oGPu” 
at the sverdlov square during 
the trial of the Prompartia. 
Moscow. November, 1930. 
GCMsIr 
Read more about punitive structures 
of the repressive apparatus on page 17

1.

2.
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the Bolsheviks established a certain repressive mechanism  
to suppress public resistance. they gave this mechanism an authority 
of extra-judicial punishment, to include execution by shooting.  
the VChK, the oGPu, the special Board under the NKVd, “troikas,” 
“dvoikas,” and other punitive bodies had extra-judicial authorization, 
which meant the right to decide penalty and sentence without a trial.  
the number of those sentenced by extra-judicial bodies was numbered 
in the hundreds of thousands.

the Military Collegium of the supreme Court of the soviet union  
was a crucial part of the political repression mechanism. the activity 
of this judicial body was carried out under the direct supervision  
of the politburo of the tsK VKP(b) led by stalin.

“the terror derives froM the nAtUre  
of the revolUtion, the AiM (sociAlisM)  
JUstifies it Under certAin conditions.” — 
l. trotsky
to date, the questions about the total number of the red terror 
victims remains a point of discussion. Modern researches consider 
that ascertainment of accurate figures of the deceased during  
the red and White terror would be impossible.

3. rally in support of the red 
terror by the members  
of the Petrograd County 
Council. Petrograd. 
september, 1918.  
Vostock Photo

3.
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AccordinG to incoMPlete officiAl records, 
AboUt 5.5 Million PeoPle were convicted  
of coUnter-revolUtionAry criMes in the Ussr 
froM 1921 to 1956. no less thAn 800 thoUsAnd 
were sentenced to be shot.

“We demolish the enemy and do it well. We have smashed trotskyists,  
really, really well. I won't state any numbers, but they are quite impressive, 
many of them were destroyed. We are smashing srs, snoopers from Germany  
and Poland, and Japan. However, it is just the beginning and not all we have  
up the sleeve…”

froM A sPeech by nArkoM of the internAl AffAirs n. yezhov to officiAls  
of the MAin directorAte of stAte secUrity nkvd Ussr, MArch 19, 1937.

on November 5, 1934, the order of tsiK and sNK created the special 
Board under the NKVd ussr. this body had a right to sentence  
to eviction, exile, confinement at corrective-labor camp (Itl)  
for up to 5 years and expulsion from the ussr under administrative 
procedure. In subsequent years, the extra-judicial authority of the 
special Board was expanded as far as sentencing to the shooting.

“there was no review of the merits of cases in the Military Collegium.  
the Military Collegium churned out the materials of a preliminary 
investigation, based on the predetermined punishment. a ‘court hearing’  
of the Military Collegium took 15–20 minutes including sentencing reading. […] 
It has been established that the Military Collegium of the supreme Court  
of the ussr made it up to sentencing by telegram.”

froM the rePort by the coMMission of the tsk kPss on the estAblishMent 
of cAUses of MAss rePression, 1956

2. a general meeting  
of the workers  
of the “dinamo” factory, 
Moscow, 1936. Voting for  
the resolution that demanded 
to sentence the members  
of “trotsky-Zinoviev gang”  
to be shot. Writing  
on the banner: “the verdict 
of the labor people is to wipe 
trotsky-Zinoviev gang out  
of existence!” rGaKFd

1. Poster “all hail NKVd.” 
artists V. deni, N. dolgorukov,
1939. Ga rF

1.
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“In our country, the period from 1935 to 1940 is the time of massive arrests  
of the soviet citizens. during these years 1,980,634 people were arrested  
and accused of anti-soviet activities, and 688,503 were shot.”

froM the rePort by the coMMission of the tsk kPss on the estAblishMent 
of cAUses of MAss rePression, 1956

“the Ministry of Internal affairs of the ussr identified flagrant perversion  
of the soviet laws, arrests of the innocent soviet citizens, unbridled fabrication 
of investigative materials, extensive use of different tortures in the work  
of investigatory activities of the Ministry of state security (MGB). there were 
severe beatings of arrestees, round-the-clock usage of handcuffs locked behind 
back, sometimes carried on for months, sleep deprivation for lengthy periods 
of time, confinement of undressed arrestees in cold punishment cells, etc. […]
such monstrous ‘interrogation techniques’ led to the decline of physical 
strength among innocent arrestees, moral depression, and sometimes even 
loss of human form.”

froM the order by the Minister of internAl AffAirs “on the Prohibition  
of MeAsUres of PhysicAl AbUse towArds Arrestees,” APril 4, 1953

2.
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2. a position paper by the Minister of Internal affairs (MVd) 
of the ussr s. Kruglov on the discovery of 383 lists of “people 
subjected to the trial by the Military Collegium of the supreme 
Court of the soviet union” found at the MVd ussr archives  
as of February 3, 1954. rGasPI

1. a position paper by the Minister of Internal affairs  
of the ussr s. Kruglov and the Prosecutor General of the 
ussr r. rudenko as of december 8, 1953. the paper includes 
statistics and suggestions to verify the grounds of accusation 
against counter-revolutionary indictees, sentenced  
by NKVd-MGB ussr. rGaNI

1.
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3. a “shooting list” as of august 20, 1937 with resolution “For” 
and signatures of I. stalin, s. Kosior, V. Molotov, l. Kaganovich, 
K. Voroshilov.

4. a report on numbers of the accused by the Military Collegium 
of the supreme Court of the soviet union during 1934–1955. 
activities of this judicial body were carried out under the direct 
supervision of the Politburo if the tsK VKP(b) led by stalin. 
the vast majority of convicts were sentenced to be shot. Ga rF

3.
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5. the first page of the report by the Commission  
of the tsK KPss on the establishment of causes of mass 
repression presented to the Presidium of the tsK KPss  
on February 9, 1956. rGasPI

6. the order by the Minister of Internal affairs l. Beriya  
“on the prohibition of the use of any coercive measures  
and physical abuse towards arrestees” as of april 4, 1953, 
banned MVd bodies to use any tortures and abuse against 
arrestees. Ga rF

5.
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october 18, 1991 No. 1761-1
—

russIaN soVIet FederatIVe soCIalIst rePuBlIC

laW

oN reHaBIlItatIoN oF tHe VICtIMs oF PolItICal rePressIoN

during the years of the soviet power existence, millions of people became victims 
of the totalitarian state outrage, were exposed to political repression for political 
and religious beliefs, due to social, national, and other grounds. 

Condemning longstanding terror and mass prosecution of its own nation 
as measures incompatible with the idea of law and justice, the supreme soviet 
of the rsFsr expresses deep sympathies to all victims of unjustifi ed repression, 
their families, and relatives and declares the commitment to pursue real 
guarantees to uphold the law and human rights.

the main aim of the present law is the rehabilitation of all victims of political 
repression that occurred on the territory of the rsFsr staring october, 25 
(November, 7) 1917, reinstatement of their civil rights, elimination of other 
consequences of the arbitrariness, and provision of the currently possible 
compensation of moral and material damage.

I. General provisions

article 1. Political repression is referred to different coercive measures, implied 
by the government on political grounds, in the form of deprivation of life 
or liberty, involuntary confi nement at the psychiatric institutions, expulsion 
from the country and denationalization, deportation of population groups from 
their places of residence, exiling, eviction to special settlements, involvement 
in forced labor under restriction of liberty, and any other form of denial and 
restriction of rights and liberties of people, who were recognized as dangerous 
to the state and political order based on class, social, national, religious or any 
other grounds, and ordered by a court and other bodies with judicial functions, 
or under administrative procedure carried out by executive bodies and offi cials.

article 2. this law shall apply to all soviet citizens, both of rsFsr and other 
republics, foreigners and stateless persons, who were subjected to political 
repression on the territory of rsFsr staring october 25 (November, 7) 1917.
together with persons who were directly subjected to coercive measures, children 
who were in places of detention, in exile, deportation, at special settlements 
with their parents, and exposed to other restrictions of rights and liberties 
in the connection to the repression against their parents shall be considered 
victims of political repression.
restoration of rights and provision of social benefi ts for such persons shall 
be carried out in cases, stated by the ussr and rsFsr legislation specifi cally.

7. the law of russian Federation “on rehabilitation 
of the victims of political repression” as of october 18, 1991.

7.
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article 3. all persons, who were subjected to following, are liable to rehabilitation:
a) conviction for governmental and other crimes;
b) subjected to criminal repression under the decisions of the bodies of VChK, 
GPu-oGPu, uNKVd-NKVd, MGB, MVd, procuracy and their collegium, “special boards,” 
“troikas,” “dvoikas,” and other bodies with judicial powers;
c) exile, deportation, eviction to special settlements, involvement in forced labor under 
the restriction of liberty, including “NKVd labor convoy,” and other restrictions of rights 
and liberties under administrative procedure;
d) confi nement at psychiatric institutions for compulsory treatment by a court decision.

article 4. the persons, who are included in article 3 and were reasonably convicted 
by the court or subjected to punishment by extra-judicial bodies in cases with suffi cient 
evidence of the following crimes committed, are not liable for rehabilitation:
a) high treason in the form of espionage, rendition of military or governmental secrets, 
siding of the military personnel with the enemy;
espionage, terrorist act, sabotage;
b) act of violence against the civil population and prisoners of war, aiding the traitors 
of the motherland and fascist occupants in such acts during the Great Patriotic War;
c) organisation of the criminal groups and participation in murders, robberies, 
and other acts of violence committed by such groups;
d) military crimes and crimes against justice.

article 5. the following acts shall be considered to not contain any public danger, 
and persons convicted for such acts are subjected to rehabilitation regardless 
of the factual validity of the accusation:
a) anti-soviet agitation and propaganda;
b) spreading of deliberately false insinuations which besmirch soviet governmental 
or public order;
c) breaking the laws on distancing of the church from the state and the education 
from the church; 
d) assault of identity and civil rights under the guise of religious rites,
namely under the articles 70 (in the edition in force before the issue of the order of the 
supreme soviet of the rsFsr from september 11, 1990), 190.1, 142 and 227 of the Penal 
Code of the rsFsr, and corresponding norms of the legislation previously in force. 

7.
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chAPter 3.
forced MiGrAtion

MAss eviction of disPossessed kUlAks,  
“Anti-soviet eleMents,” MeMbers of nAtionAl 
Minorities, “PUnished PoPUlAtions” to distAnt 
reGions of the coUntry into sPeciAl settleMents 
(or lAbor settleMents) hAs occUrred.

CHroNoloGy:
JAnUAry 30, 1930

Politburo of the tsK VKP(b) adopted the secret resolution
“on measures to eliminate kulak farms in areas of continuous 
collectivization,” which prescribed: to confiscate all property  
from the kulaks, to eliminate the kulak asset by imprisonment  
in concentration camps or execution, to expel all wealthy peasants  
to remote areas of the ussr immediately.

AUGUst 18, 1930
the government of the rsFsr adopted the resolution  
“on measures to conduct special colonization in the northern  
and siberian territories and the ural region,” which indicated  
the need to use the workforce of special migrants primarily  
in forestry, fisheries, and other industries.

JUly 1, 1931
the government of the ussr adopted the resolution  
“on the structure of special settlers,” according to which  
all special settlements were transferred to the oGPu  
and the GulaG.

october 25, 1931
the oGPu approved the “temporary provision on the rights  
and obligations of special settlers.” For “managing special settlers  
and for the organization of their work and everyday life” 
Commandant's offices of the oGPu were created in special 
settlements.

From the end of the 1920s, under the direction of the secretary  
of the tsK VKP(b) I. stalin the process of unification of individual 
peasant farms into collective farms began. the goal of continuous 
collectivization was to establish full state control over village  
and agricultural products. the struggle against the kulaks 
accompanied collectivization. thousands of peasant families  
were deprived of property, expelled from their homes. since 1930,  
the mass eviction of dispossessed peasants to remote areas  
of the country to special settlements began, which created  
a particular social stratum — special settlers (or labor settlers).

1. special settlers at an 
apatite mine. Murmansk 
region, the 1930s.  
Kirov History and local  
lore Museum
Read more about the use of the labor 
force of special settlers on page 32

3. Poster “We will knock out 
kulaks from collective farms.” 
Moscow-leningrad, 1930.  
Ga rF

2. tents of special settlers  
in Khibinogorsk (now Kirovsk, 
Murmansk region). 1930. 
Kirov History and local  
lore Museum
Read more about the organization 
of work and life of special settlers 
on page 30

4. a still from the film  
“the expropriation  
of Chernov — a resident  
of the village of Novo-
Pokrovskaya (Northern 
Caucasus).” 1929. rGaKFd

1.

2.
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detAiled by the sPeciAl settleMents AGency  
of the GUlAG, dUrinG the 1930–1931  
over 381,000 PeAsAnt fAMilies were evicted, 
which AMoUnts to 1,803,392 PeoPle.

“then these people confiscated our property, which consisted of 2 sheep and 
one heifer, and all the attire, like beds and other village things, and even took 
me off the little yellow dress made from my mother's skirt, and all this was 
loaded and we were taken away, and we remained in our birthday suit.”

froM the MeMoirs of k. dUbovitskAyA (tAMbov reGion)

“In one morning, the whole village of the Belarusian woodlands turned out  
to be like a disturbed anthill. all residents, young and old, gathered near our 
hut to see us off to unknown lands, many were voting, lamenting, weeping… 
they allowed us to take only the clothes we were wearing and a small supply  
of food… there were four of us dressed in self-draped clothes and shod  
in bast shoes, they put us on a cart, and two armed policemen on another (cart) 
for our guards. in case we run away…”

froM MeMoirs of n. PAvlov

“they took us on the railway by a whole train. How many days we drove,  
I do not remember. In the carriage, seven people died of starvation.  
We arrived at the city of tomsk… From tomsk, we were sent to a pier and 
loaded onto a barge, and sailed along the Chulym river… they unloaded  
us at a pier, and we walked about seven kilometers… on the way, two of our 
children died. they threw us there — live as you wish! Father and his brother 
made a dugout, which accommodated five families. Father's brother, along with 
his wife and three children died… our four children also died. Father, mother 
and I remained in the by dugout…”

froM MeMoirs of n. AveryAnovA

5. a dispossessed family near 
their house in the village 
udachnoye of donetsk region.  
the 1930s.

3. 4.

5.
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As of JAnUAry 1, 1950, 460,032 sPeciAl settlers©  
children of school AGe were reGistered 
At resettleMent PlAces for the rePressed 
PoPUlAtion. 368,089 (80 %) enrolled in PriMAry 
And Middle schools, 91,943 (20 %) were not 
enGAGed in the leArninG Process.

“… the condition of the newly arrived echelons is unsatisfactory…  
in most echelons, we noted:
1) high mortality and morbidity from typhus, acute gastric diseases, 
and even smallpox;
2) a lot of emaciated, old people who can not be completely used;
3) lice epidemics…”

froM the rePort of the heAd of the GUlAG oGPU M. berMAn. JUne 1933

“as of october 1, there are 10,000 families in Magnitogorsk — 42,462 people,  
of which there are 15,000 children. […] special settlers are housed in four 
special settlements, separately from free workers, at a distance of between 
2 and 6 km from the site…
Moreover, by the time of the survey, there were 7,500 people living in tents 
in the central and calcareous villages. the rest are put in common barracks 
with a capacity of up to 200–250 people on common bunks. It is extremely 
crowded.
Most of the barracks are extremely dirty because overcrowding. especially 
these harsh, difficult accommodation conditions affect children…”

froM the rePort of the sUPervisors of the insPection, condUcted by M. berMAn 
And y. fiGAtner, “on the conditions of sPeciAl settlers in MAGnitoGorsk” 
As of october 5, 1931

4. Children of special  
settlers at school. 
Khibinogorsk, the 1930s.  
Kirov History and local  
lore Museum

2, 3. Barrack and kitchen  
of a settlement for 16 km.
Khibinogorsk, 1940.  
Kirov History and local  
lore Museum

1. tents of special settlers  
in Khibinogorsk (now Kirovsk, 
Murmansk region). 1930.
Kirov History and local  
lore Museum

1. 2.

3.
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“as we have already noted, children are in dire straits. the only pediatrician 
available there describes the situation of children this way: ‘When you  
walk through the barracks, everywhere, at every step, you come across  
children lying with diarrhea, measles, inflammation of lungs; whooping  
cough comes from different corners, there are children with jaundice,  
there are undiagnosed patients with typhoid fever, both among children  
and adults. the rest of the children, still darting along the bunks and aisles,  
in the vast majority are emaciated, without color in the face, weakened.  
they are candidates for a serious infection, and possibly for a quick  
death. When I had checked out these children, they were, mostly,  
healthy, strong children. the destruction of their health goes fast.  
If rapid measures are not taken, at least for some improvement  
of the situation of children, then 50 % of them will die. at least 80 %  
of children are sick at the moment.’”

froM the rePort of the sUPervisors of the insPection of the conditions  
of children in sPeciAl settleMents of MAGnitoGorsk, condUcted by M. berMAn 
And y. fiGAnter, As of october 5, 1931

“the main reason for the incomplete enrollment of children is the lack  
of proper clothing and footwear. due to the onset of the winter, a significant 
number of children stopped attending schools as they have no clothes  
and shoes. at the same time, in many Kazakh schools servicing special 
settlements, russian classes are absent. 
therefore, children of evicted special settlers, who do not speak Kazakh,  
refuse to study in these schools.”

froM the rePort of the heAd of the sPeciAl settleMents of the Mvd Ussr v. shiyAn  
to the Minister of internAl AffAirs s. krUGlov, As of deceMber 22, 1949.

4.
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forced lAbor of sPeciAl settlers wAs Used  
in different brAnches of the nAtionAl econoMy, 
bUt Most coMMonly in those which reqUired 
hArd And low-PAid work.
 
1,472,232 sPeciAl settlers were involved in works in different AreAs  
of the nAtionAl econoMy As for JAnUAry 1, 1951.
2,819,776 sPeciAl settlers were AccoUnted At sPeciAl coMMAndMent© s service 
of the Mvd Ussr As for JAnUAry 1, 1953.
hArd forced lAbor, the Absence of the Most bAsic livinG conditions led  
to A hiGh MortAlity rAte AMonG sPeciAl settlers, which rAised UP to 30 %  
in severAl reGions.
“in 1930–1931 130,613 sPeciAl settlers were trAnsferred to the systeM  
of the UrAl trUsts “zAPAdnoles” (“western forest”) And “sverdles”  
(“sverdlosvsky forest”). by the yeAr 1934, 31,240 of theM hAve died.  
oUt of 12,184 sPeciAl settlers At nyrobsky district of the sverdlovsk reGion, 
3,853 PeoPle died. oUt if 17,312 sPeciAl settlers At the krAsnovishersky reGion, 
6,300 PeoPle died.

1, 3. Construction of the Kirov 
railway. 1930
Kirov History and local  
lore Museum

2. special settlers at an 
apatite mine. Murmansk 
region, the 1930s.  
Kirov History and local  
lore Museum

1.
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sending large masses of people to the special settlements solved  
the problem of the development of uninhabited and sparsely 
inhabited areas of the country, which was faced by the state policy.

the resolution of the sNK rsFsr as of august 18, 1930 “on measures 
to conduct special colonization in the northern and siberian 
territories and the ural region” indicated: 

“to recognize the following in the course of colonization:

a) make the most of the workforce of special settlers in forestry, 
fishing and other fields in remote areas in need of labor and

b) to occupy only those special immigrants whose labor force cannot 
be used in forestry and fisheries in agriculture…”

evictions were carried out in an unusually inhumane way. People  
were usually brought to a deserted place and left there. In winter, 
those who did not take axes, saws, and shovels had little chances  
of survival. owners of tools constructed dugouts and “settled down.” 
that is how the first special settlements appeared.

able-bodied men and teenagers were immediately escorted in batches 
to the areas of their forthcoming place of work and residence — 
mainly for logging, rafting, and construction of special settlements. 
the others were temporarily accommodated in ruined churches, 
adapted premises, tent-type barracks, dugouts.

In the early 1930s, the main object of exploitation by the state was 
not prisoners, but special settlers (mostly peasants), whose number 
in that period was several times larger than the number of camp 
convicts.

Forced labor of special settlers was actively used in the camp economy 
throughout the years of existence of the GulaG. at any moment,  
a family of special settlers could be moved from one district  
to another, while no one was interested, that people have to abandon 
their hard-earned possessions. No one cared about normal living 
conditions for special settlers.

2. 3.
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MAss evictions froM the border AreAs of 
the Ussr: dUrinG the Period of the stAlin 
GovernMent, the nUMber of PeoPle, sUbJected 
to forced MiGrAtions on the territory  
of the Ussr, exceeded 6 Million PeoPle.
the eviction of the “kulak element” with its sending to a special 
settlement was carried out in subsequent years. From the second half 
of the 1930s, mass evictions from the border zones of the ussr began. 
“Border stripping” was carried out mainly on the ethnic principle. 
among those who were deported along ethnic lines were Finns, Poles, 
Koreans, Kurds, Iranians, Meskhetian turks, and citizens of other 
nationalities.

on the eve of the war, over 85 thousand people of the so-called 
“anti-soviet elements” were evicted from lithuania, latvia, estonia, 
Moldova, Western ukraine, and Western Belarus. all of them were 
exiled to a special settlement.

In 1943–1944, so-called “punished populations” were sent to special 
settlements. the Germans, Karachai, Kalmyks, Ingush, Chechens, 
Balkarians and Crimean tatars were subjected to total deportation,  
which makes up about 2 million people.

“Believe me, that nothing German (I am speaking about myself now) remained 
in me. after all, we were crucified on the cross of stalin repressions twice, tried 
to hide everything that is connected with the nationality and the social status.
In 1935, they arrested dad. We have become children of the ‘enemy of the 
nation’. and until 1941, we were persecuted as politically unreliable. It brought 
us to Kazakhstan. and in 1941 we were persecuted by nationality too. shall not 
bring God to you, our children, to experience the humiliation we experienced. 
all doors were closed for us: Pioneers, Komsomol, the Party; the permanent 
check-ins in special Commandant's offices, the impossibility of leaving 
(threatened with a prison term of up to 25 years), and hence the impossibility 
of going to school. after all, I graduated from 10 classes, but I could not leave 
aktobe. and there was the Kazakhstan Pedagogical Institute and the medical 
school. so I finished it out of need (by the way, with distinction) in 1949.  
In 1948 my mother was sent to aralsk, but I was ‘not taken’, since by this  
time I was about 18 years old. and stalin said: ‘Children are not responsible  
for parents.’ I was left alone — without an apartment, without money  
(we never had them), on the 2nd year of a medical school with a meager 
scholarship.”

froM A letter by i. PorGrebnyAk (vAGner) to her niece. the Mid-1990s

“In the first year in Issyk-Kul, there were many corpses. sometimes we walked 
on them. We lived in the barracks, and in the first winter, every day someone 
died. the corpses were taken out and put at the walls of the barracks,  
they froze and stood like a log. It happened, that you stumble upon them.”

froM the MeMoirs of n. UlAnovA, A kAlMyk dePortee
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“on december 28, 1943, before dawn, soldiers with lanterns appeared  
in all the houses of our village at the same time. It was said: ‘Get together,  
you are sent to siberia.’ they gave us 10–15 minutes to get ready. We took  
only warm clothes, we had no food in the house. they gathered everyone  
at the school, then took to the station, placed on wagons, which transported 
cattle. We were fed, every day they brought a bucket of soup, sometimes  
there was herring in it. at stops, soldiers shouted: ‘are there any corpses?  
are there any corpses?’”

froM MeMoirs of r. GUnGeevA (born 1937), A kAlMyk dePortee

In 1948, the Presidium of the supreme Council of the ussr adopted 
an order, according to which the unauthorized absence (escape)  
of special settlers evicted during the war years was punished  
with 20 years of hard labor. In subsequent years, its effect was also 
extended to several other categories of special settlers.

3. a dugout in the mountain 
village. october 1930.  
Kirov History and local  
lore Museum

1. the plan of the cordon 
of the settlement during 
the deportation of Kalmyks. 
december 1943.  
IC of the Ministry of Internal 
affairs in the republic  
of Kalmykia

2. Kalmyks in siberia. 
National Museum  
of the republic of Kalmykia 
named after Palmov

1. 2.

3.
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several families of repressed 
Germans with their 
belongings. Village akrab  
of aktobe region, 1938.  
text on the back:  
“on the road.”  
a photo from the family 
archive of a. Makeev
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1. From the order of the Commissar of Internal affairs  
of the ussr “on administrative exile and expulsion.”  
June 1, 1939. Ga rF

2. a page from the report note by supervisors of the Inspection, 
conducted by M. Berman and y. Figatner, “on the state  
of special settlers in Magnitogorsk.” october 5, 1931. Ga rF

1.
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3. the certifi cate on the number of special settlers used at work 
in the branches of the national economy as of January 1, 1951. 
January 28, 1952. Ga rF

4. the certifi cate on the number of special settlers who were 
registered in the bodies of the NKVd-MVd, and those who were 
expelled, exiled, as of January of each year. June 24, 1953. Ga rF

3.
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5. the decree of the Presidium of the supreme soviet 
of the ussr “on criminal liability for escapes from places 
of obligatory and permanent settlement of persons evicted 
to remote areas of the soviet union during the period 
of the Patriotic War.” November 26, 1948. Ga rF

6. a route list of a special settler. 1953. National Museum 
of the republic of Kalmykia named after N. Palmov

5.
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chAPter 4.
cAMP systeM

in 1929–1930, on the territory of the Ussr  
A network of cAMPs forMed. they AcqUired  
the officiAl nAMe of “corrective-lAbor 
cAMPs” (itl). in 1930, chief AdMinistrAtion  
of corrective-lAbor cAMPs — GUlAG —  
wAs creAted.

CHroNoloGy:
JUly 11, 1929

the government ordered the oGPu to organize several new large 
camps in remote areas of the soviet union to settle these areas  
and exploit their natural resources.

APril 7, 1930
the “Provision on labor camps” was approved, according to which 
persons sentenced by a court to imprisonment for at least 3 years,  
as well as persons convicted extrajudicially, were sent to Itls.

APril 25, 1930
the administration of Camps was established as part of the oGPu  
to manage the activities of the camps. It was transformed into  
the Chief administration of Camps (GulaG).

JUly 10, 1934
the NKVd of the ussr was formed; it included the Chief 
administration of the state security (formerly oGPu),  
the Chief administration of Corrective-labor Camps  
and several other bodies.

JUne 11, 1943
In the GulaG system, the organization of hard labor units  
for persons convicted of aiding the enemy during the war  
began.

febrUAry 28, 1948
the organization of special camps for persons recognized  
as “especially dangerous state criminals” began in the MVd system 
of the ussr.

october 25, 1956
the government has recognized the continued existence of labor 
camps in the country as inexpedient. the Chief administration  
of Corrective-labor Camps and Colonies was reorganized  
into the Chief administration of Corrective-labor Colonies  
of the MVd ussr.

In 1929–1930, a network of camps formed on the territory of the 
ussr, which acquired the official name of “corrective-labor camps” 
(Itl). People, who were sentenced to imprisonment for a term of not 
less than three years, as well as persons convicted extrajudicially, 
were sent to such new places of detention. the oGPu was in charge  
of the camps, under which the Chief administration of Corrective-
labor Camps — GulaG — was established in 1930.

1, 5. exterior view of the fence 
of a camp post. Pechorsky Itl. 
Ga rF

4. the view of the camp gate. 
Vorkutinsky Itl. inscription 
on the gate: “labor in  
the ussr is a matter of honor, 
a matter of glory, a matter  
of valor and heroism!” —  
a quote from the speech of 
I. stalin at the XVI Congress  
of the VKP(b) in 1930. Ga rF

2, 3. the convicts of the brick 
factory № 2. Vorkutinsky Itl, 
1945. Ga rF 
Read more about the detention 
of convicts, who were sentenced 
to hard labor in the NKVD camps 
on pages 46–50

1.

2.

3.
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in 1940, the GUlAG incorPorAted:  
53 cAMPs with over 600 cAMP divisions  
And fAcilities;  
425 corrective-lAbor colonies;  
50 colonies for JUveniles;  
90 “hoUses for infAnts” for children  
of iMPrisoned Mothers;  
162 recePtion centers for neGlected children. 
by JAnUAry 1, 1941, 1,876,834 convicts were  
in corrective-lAbor cAMPs And colonies, 
555,589 (29.6 %) of which were servinG  
the sentence for coUnter-revolUtionAry 
criMes.
By the end of the 1930s — the beginning of the 1940s, there was  
a tendency in the GulaG system to disaggregate large-scale camp 
formations. Camps got a clear sectoral focus. Major “camp giants” 
such as Bamlag, ukhtpechlag, were split into smaller ones.  
such transformations of the camp system were associated  
with problems of the managerial nature and with economic 
inexpediency of maintaining such camps.

along with the GulaG in the structure of the NKVd of the ussr,  
there were other Chief administrations of the camps of: forest 
industry, railway construction, industrial construction, mining  
and metallurgical enterprises and several others. Most of them  
were formed in the 1940s on the basis of the departments  
of the GulaG. specialized camp-production departments  
had dozens of camp units with hundreds of thousands of prisoners 
under their control. to date, russian historians have identified  
and described 476 camp complexes that existed in different years  
in the territory of the ussr.

4. 5.
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“the camp can only bring up an aversion to work. that is what happens 
in reality. Never and anywhere the camp has taught labor. In the camps, 
there is nothing worse, more offensive than deadly heavy physical servitude. 
there is nothing more cynical than an inscription that hangs on the pediments 
of all the camp zones: labor is a matter of honor, a matter of glory, a matter 
of valor and heroism!”

froM the letter by v. shAlAMov to A. solzhenitsyn, 1964

In the midst of the war, following the april decree of 1943, which 
imposed hard labor as a punishment, the NKVd began to organize 
hard labor camp divisions. a particularly strict regime was applied 
to hard labor convicts, they were used for particularly heavy work 
in mines, an extended working day was introduced. the convicts 
wore special clothes with numbers, which distinguished them from 
other prisoners, and had no right to change them. By september 1947, 
the number of all hard labor convicts of the GulaG exceeded 
60 thousand.

“In accordance with the decree of the Presidium of the supreme Council 
of the ussr as of april 19, ‘on penalties for German-fascist villains, spies, 
and traitors of the Motherland and their accomplices’
I order:
1. to organize hard labor units in the following camps:
Vorkuta camp, for 10,000 people to use in work on the construction of new coal 
mines and underground work in existing mines.
Norilsk camp, for 10,000 people to use in work in mines, quarries, and brick 
factories.
sevvostlag (dalstroy), for 10,000 people to use work in gold and tin mining.
2. to create a hard labor unit within Karlag NKVd for the disabled and sick 
persons sentenced to hard labor.
[…] to ensure the security, internal order and organization of work 
in accordance with the attached instruction.”

froM the order of the nArkoM of the internAl AffAirs of the Ussr 
on the orGAnizAtion of hArd lAbor Units in the itls of the nkvd 
As of JUne 11, 1943

1. 2.
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“It would seem, what is special about the rags with the numbers sewn  
on the dress? But these rags took away our first and last names, age, turned  
us into branded cattle, in inventory, and maybe worse, because a numbered  
chair continues to be called a chair, branded cattle has a nickname, and we could 
only respond to the number from now on. a severe punishment awaited for lack 
of the number on the set place.”

“the total information hunger, alienation from books, magazines, newspapers, 
radio was painful. We were kind of moved to the prehistoric era when there  
was no written language yet.”

froM MeMoirs of the forMer hArd lAbor convict e. MArkovA

“the Persons sentenced to hArd lAbor Are 
sUbJect to be AccoMModAted sePArAtely froM 
other cAMPers in the sPeciAl bArrAcks with 
bArs on windows. bArrAcks of convicts shoUld 
be locked And GUArded by GUnMen. bArrAcks 
of hArd lAbor Prisoners shoUld be sePArAted 
froM the rest of the cAMP zone by A hiGh fence.” 
froM the instrUction on the detention of Persons sentenced to hArd lAbor  
in the nkvd cAMPs As of JUne 5, 1943

1, 2. Convicts of the brick 
factory № 2. Vorkutisky Itl, 
1945. Ga rF

3. “Barracks of hard labor  
prisoners should be separated 
from the rest of the camp 
zone by a high fence”  
(from the Instruction  
on the detention of persons 
sentenced to hard labor). 
regime zone of the brick 
factory № 2. Vorkutinsky Itl, 
1945. Ga rF

3.
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Cable laying by hard labor 
convicts of Vorkutinsky Itl. 
1945. Ga rF
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“2. to establish clothing of special design and color with a patch  
with the personal number of a convict sewn to the top garment.
[…]
5. For convicts sentenced to hard labor, the following conditions of work  
are established:
a) the duration of the working day is set at 1 hour above the camp standard;
b) convicts are always taken to work under reinforced escort;
[…]
d) hard labor convicts are primarily involved in all particularly heavy labor.
6. For refusal to work, for failure to comply with the standard of work,  
for violation of the regime and failure to execute orders of the administration, 
the following types of penalties are imposed:
a) extension of the working day to 2 additional hours and transfer to more 
difficult work;
b) transfer to solitary confinement for up to 20 days;
c) arrest and criminal prosecution with the consideration of cases at a special 
meeting of the special Board of the NKVd ussr.”

froM the instrUction on the detention of Persons sentenced to hArd lAbor  
As of JUne 5, 1943

“the lack of sanitary conditions, overwork, and half-starved existence led  
to the fact that after a few months the groups arrived from the outside turned 
into disabled people and soon almost all of them died out. Many convicts  
died in mines from accidents that occurred daily. there was no safety  
and mechanization. No one received at least some elementary training  
for work under the ground, which requires special knowledge and skill. 
everything was decided very simply: they brought the new group  
and sent them to work underground on the same day, including women.  
after all, the new ones were still capable of at least some work!”

e. MArkovA. notes of A hArd lAbor convict in vorkUtA “e105”

1. Convicts' dormitory.  
the directorate of the 
Corrective-labor Colonies  
of the Moscow region.  
1944. Ga rF

2. Male dormitory. 
Privolzhsky Itl, 1942–1943. 
Ga rF

2.1.
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236,523 of “PArticUlArly hArMfUl stAte 
criMinAls” were kePt in sPeciAl cAMPs As for 
JUly 1, 1951. the Most nUMeroUs GroUP AMonG 
the convicts in sUch cAMPs wAs “nAtionAlists” — 
89,114 PeoPle (37.7 % of the totAl nUMber). 
over 2.5 Million PeoPle were contAined in 
cAMPs, colonies, And Prisons As for JAnUAry 
1, 1953. 539,483 PeoPle of thAt nUMber (21.9 %) 
were convicted of coUnter-revolUtionAry 
criMes. More thAn 761 thoUsAnd of theM were 
sentenced to terM froM 10 to 25 yeArs.
From the beginning of 1948, the soviet leadership began an intensive 
reorganization of the entire repressive system. on January 27, 
stalin received a document that significantly influenced the fate 
of hundreds of thousands of prisoners. “under your instructions,” 
the Minister of state security V. abakumov and Minister of Internal 
affairs N. Kruglov reported to stalin, — we present the draft decision 
of the tsK VKP(b) on the organization of camps and prisons  
with a strict regime for the detention of particularly harmful state 
criminals and on sending them to settle in remote areas of the ussr 
upon completion of their sentence. We ask for your decision.”

“… for the detention of spies, saboteurs, terrorists, trotskyists, right-wing, 
Mensheviks, social revolutionaries, anarchists, nationalists, white emigrants 
and participants of other anti-soviet organizations and groups and persons 
dangerous for their anti-soviet ties and hostile activities:
2. […] to establish a strict regime in special camps, prohibiting  
the implementation of reduction of sentences and other benefits  
for convicts held in these camps;  
to use able-bodied prisoners predominantly in heavy physical work;
4. […] all convicts who have served their sentences in special camps upon 
expiry of their sentence, in accordance with the decree of the Presidium  
of the supreme soviet of the ussr as of February 21, 1948, should be sent  
to the settlement under the supervision of the MGB ussr upon its 
designation.”

froM the order on the orGAnizAtion of the strict reGiMe cAMPs  
As of febrUAry 28, 1948

“For hard work, they took everyone indiscriminately: both young and old.  
and what is interesting is that they didn't ask for any norms or plans.  
they did't punish non-compliance and did not encourage over-fulfillment.  
Just ten hours of forced work till you drop. there were many prisoners,  
and it often happened that there was not enough work for everyone.  
then they forced us to engage in labors of sisyphus: to do something 
unnecessary, useless, to keep hands busy.”

froM MeMoirs of A forMer convict k. volovich
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Patients in the reception  
and distribution ward  
at the sanitary station  
for the convicts.  
Vorkutinsky Itl, 1945. Ga rF
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less than a month later, the project approved by stalin was drafted 
as a secret decree of the Council of Ministers. It ordered to establish 
a strict detention regime in special camps and prisons, to prohibit 
all benefits, and instructed to use all able-bodied convicts for heavy 
physical work only. In fact, this meant that political prisoners  
of special camps equaled in their position with hard labor convicts.

“the worst thing in the special camp is the feeling of a dead end. Many dozens 
of people who had completed their term (and free by law) were detained  
in the camp for an indefinite period, and sometimes ‘sat out’ for several years.”

froM the letter of the Prisoner e. vlAdiMirovA to tsk kPss, JUly 28, 1954

stArtinG in MAy 1948, beAUtifUl And even Poetic 
nAMes were Given to sPeciAl cAMPs in order 
to MAintAin consPirAcy: cAMP № 1 wAs nAMed 
MinerAl, № 2 — MoUntAin, № 3 — dUbrAvA  
(oAk Grove), № 4 — stePPe, № 5 — coAstAl,  
№ 6 — riverside, № 7 — lAkeside, № 8 — sAndy, 
№ 9 — MeAdow, №10 — cAne, №11 — fUrthest, 
№12 — wAtershed.
Between 1949 and 1953, the number of local corrective-labor camp 
administrations more than doubled. the construction of two “stalin 
skyscrapers” — a building of the Moscow state university on the 
lenin Mountains and a high-rise building on the Kotelnicheskaya 
embankment — was the merit of the GulaG. 
Prisoners of two construction camps under the jurisdiction  
of Glavpromstroy — No. 560 and No. 352 — were involved  
in the construction of the Msu high-rise building. From January 1952 
to april 1953, the Itl of special area Construction served to build 
faculties of Physics, Biology and soil, and Chemistry of the Moscow 
state university. the finishing works of the main building of the 
university were also carried out by camp units of the Itl of special 
area Construction. For example, interior decoration of the 24–30 
floors was produced by a camp division with the apt name “High-rise.” 
Headcount of prisoners of the “High-rise” camp facility was 368 
people, of which 208 women. the address of this camp facility  
in the reference list appeared as follows: “Moscow, lenin Mountains, 
Main Building of the Moscow state university, 23rd floor.”

Construction of the main 
building of the Moscow state 
university. Moscow, 1951. 
Vostock Photo
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during the entire period of the existence of the GulaG (from 1930  
to 1956), its departmental affiliation and full name repeatedly 
changed. In different years, the GulaG was under the authority  
of the oGPu, the NKVd, the Ministry of Internal affairs,  
and the Ministry of Justice. the full name of the main body changed 
depending on its structural subdivisions. despite repeated renames, 
the central body always kept its original abbreviation — GulaG. 
For the first time, a. solzhenitsyn introduced this abbreviation into 
scientific circulation and world vocabulary when his famous work 
“the Gulag archipelago” was published. Now this word is known  
all over the world. these five letters have become a sinister symbol  
of life on the verge of death, a symbol of lawlessness, hard labor,  
and human disempowerment.

economic considerations can partly explain the reasons  
for the dissolution of the centralized system of the camps after  
the death of stalin. It was not only the lack of profitability and cost-
effectiveness of the corrective-labor camp system. In March 1953, 
the GulaG lost its ideological mastermind and leader. together with 
stalin, many national economic projects died. the imperial ambitions 
of the soviet leader could explain their purpose solely, but not  
by the economic necessity of the country. already on March 25, 1953, 
on the proposal of the new Minister of Internal affairs l. Beriya,  
the construction of 22 largest objects of the country was stopped.
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landscape of the separate 
camp facility of the hard labor 
division of the Vorkutinsky 
Itl, 1945. later, such kind  
of individual hard labor 
camp facilities became 
part of special camps. 
the largest river camp 
(special camp № 6) was 
opened in Vorkuta in 1948. 
Ga rF
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1. Politburo of the tsK VKP(b) decided to call concentration 
camps “corrective-labor camps.” June 27, 1929. rGasPI

2. data on the number of prisoners in camps, prisons  
and colonies of the NKVd by months of 1935 and 1936. rGasPI

1.
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3. the order of the People's Commissar of Internal affairs 
of the ussr “on the organization of logging camps.” 
august 16, 1937. Ga rF

4. the order of the Narkom of the Internal affairs of ussr 
“on the organization of hard labor units in the Itls 
of the NKVd.” June 11, 1943. Ga rF

3.
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5. the instruction “on the detention of persons sentenced 
to hard labor,” June 5, 1943. Ga rF

6. the order of the Minister of the Internal affairs of the ussr 
“on the organization of MVd camps of with strict regime 
for detention of particularly harmful state criminals.” 
February 28, 1948. Ga rF

5.
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chAPter 5.
econoMics of the GUlAG

forced lAbor of the convicts wAs one  
of the Most iMPortAnt develoPMent fActors  
of the soviet econoMy in the 1930s — 1940s.

“It will be necessary to further take up the organization of forced labor  
(hard labor) and camps through the colonization of unoccupied places  
and with iron discipline. We have enough space.”

froM the letter by f. dzerzhinsky to his dePUty i. Unslicht dAted AUGUst 16, 1923

CHroNoloGy:
AUtUMn of 1923

the oGPu under the leadership of F. dzerzhinsky develops a new 
concept of isolating criminals and organizing forced labor to colonize 
uninhabited places

JUly 11, 1929
the sNK ussr adopted a resolution “on the use of labor of criminal 
offenders», which defined as the main principle of the organization  
of the camp economy the use of forced labor of convicts.

noveMber 11, 1931
the tsK of the VKP(b) adopted a resolution “on Kolyma” which 
prescribed to form a special trust “to boost the development of gold 
mining in the upper reaches of Kolyma.” thus, it was the beginning  
of the economic activity of dalstroy and the north-eastern Kolyma 
camps.

JAnUAry 10, 1939
a special technical bureau has been established under the NKVd 
ussr to use the intellectual work of convicts with special technical 
knowledge.

1940–1941
In the composition of the NKVd, bodies with a defined industrial and 
sectoral specialization are being created — the Chief administration 
of the Mining and Metallurgical Industry Camps (GulGMP), the Chief 
administration of the railway Construction Camps (GulZhds), etc. 
their economic activity was based on the exploitation of forced labor 
of convicts.

since the early 1930s, forced labor has become one of the important 
factors in the development of the soviet economy. Newly created labor 
camps under the leadership of the oGPu at the time of organization, 
as a rule, had a defined sectoral focus: logging, agricultural, oil and 
coal mining, mining and metallurgy, construction, etc.

3. Manual washing of gold  
on Kolyma. 1938. Ga rF

1, 2. Pe-2 and tu-2 aircrafts 
were the main bombers  
of soviet aviation during  
the Great Patriotic War.  
Both were created by convicts 
V. Petlyakov and a. tupolev 
in the Central design Bureau 
№29. Ga rF
Read more about the prison-type 
design bureaus, also known 
as “sharashki”, on page 69

1.

2.

3.
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the White sea-Baltic Canal is considered being the firstborn  
of the camp economy. From 1931 to 1933, its construction was carried 
out by the prisoners of two camps of the oGPu: uslag and Belbaltlag. 
High rates of work in the complete absence of housing, roads,  
and mechanisms cost health and life of many servile builders  
at the initial stage of construction.

“look at the map of the rsFsr… to the north of Vologda… there are vast 
spaces that would fit dozens of huge cultural states. and in all these spaces, 
patriarchy, semi-wildness, and real savagery reign.”

v. lenin. the coMPlete works. v. 43. Moscow, 1970. P. 228

“the oGPu must expand the existing and organize new labor camps  
(in the territory of ukhta and other remote areas) for the reception  
of convicts to colonize these areas and exploit their natural wealth  
through the use of the labor of deprived of freedom.”

froM the stAteMent of the snk Ussr “on the Use of force of criMinAl convicts” 
As of JUly 11, 1929

“… Winter came, harsh and frosty. the earth, devoid of thick moss cover, 
immediately froze and turned into a grasted, like concrete, mixture of sandy 
loam, pebbles, and boulders. should you beat it with the scrap, bite with  
teeth, it is impossible to gnaw more than a hundredth a day. and the norm  
is 2 cubic meters per day. and besides, a piercing frosty wind is blowing,  
and shoes are worn out, and the toes are out. and the jackets are thin.  
and there is no heating reserve at all in the weakening muscles… and it is  
so cold on the track and the piercing wind immediately takes away the rest  
of the strength.”

froM MeMoirs of the forMer convict of belbAltlAG d. vitkovsky

4. a page from the album  
of the NKVd of the ussr  
“the construction  
of the Kotlas — Kozhva 
railway line of the North-
Pechora highway.”  
the end of the 1930s. Ga rF

5. Convicts on the construc- 
tion of the White sea-Baltic 
Canal. the early 1930s. rGalI

4. 5.
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in 1936, in the Ussr there were 13 biG 
ProdUction-oriented cAMPs.  
by sPrinG 1938, there were 33 of theM.
the gigantic character distinguished the early GulaG, before  
the era of the Great terror, in terms of staffing and the number  
of prisoners. until 1937, most of the GulaG camps had a large  
number of prisoners (dmitlag — over 190 thousand, Bamlag —  
over 200 thousand, Belbaltlag — about 90 thousand, ukhtpechlag — 
about 50 thousand). In addition, the first camps of GulaG  
operated on vast territories, which was inefficient in terms  
of elementary management and economy. since the late 1930s,  
the NKVd refuses to maintain such large camps, dividing them  
into smaller facilities.

From the second half of the 1930s, the process of classifying  
the activities of the GulaG and all construction projects in which  
the convicts were exploited begins. the economic activity  
of the NKVd is noticeably intensified since 1938.

since the end of the 1930s, the camp economics has acquired  
a planned, large-scale and clear military-industrial character.  
during this period, the number of prisoners explodes,  
and the sentences are significantly longer. If in 1936 there  
were 13 large camps and industrial complexes in the ussr,  
then in the spring of 1938, the number increased up to 33.

1. Construction of the railroad 
line soroka — obozerskaya. 
rock excavation. soroksky Itl.  
the end of the 1930s. Ga rF

3. railway line soroka — 
obozerskaya opened  
on december 28, 1940.  
the first train. soroksky Itl. 
Ga rF

2. Construction of a road. 
soroksky Itl.  
the end of the 1930s. Ga rF

1. 2.

3.
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cAMP econoMics covered 20 brAnches  
of the nAtionAl econoMy in 1940. the GUlAG  
held the followinG Percent of ProdUction 
froM the volUMe of the coUntry© s indUstries: 
nickel — 46.5 %, tin — 76 %, cobAlt— 40 %,  
chroMe ore — 40.5 %, Gold — 60 %, lUMber —  
25.3 %. dAlstroy extrActed over 360 tons  
of cheMicAlly PUre Gold between 1941  
And 1945. 106.5 tons of this AMoUnt wAs 
extrActed MAnUAlly.
It is almost impossible to list everything that the GulaG produced. 
By 1940, the camp economy covered 20 branches of the national 
economy, among which the leading were non-ferrous metallurgy, 
forestry, and fuel industry. In the early 1940s, the formation  
of industrial Chief administrations, which accommodated camps  
with a pronounced industry specialization, begins inside  
the NKVd. so, in 1940–1941, the Chief administration  
of the Mining and Metallurgical Industry Camps (GulGMP)  
appeared, and the Chief administration of the railway Construction 
Camps (GulZhds) and others. over the years of the existence  
of the GulaG, 26 administrations of this kind have been established 
within NKVd.

5. Indicators of gold 
production. Ga rF

4. Convicts of sevvostlag  
on ore washing.  
dalstroy, 1938. GА rF

6. Chai-uryin Mining 
administration.  
the mine “Bolshevik.”  
one of the most gold- 
bearing places of Kolyma.  
North-east Itl of the dalstroi, 
1942–1943. Ga rF

4. 5. 6.
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By the beginning of the Great Patriotic War 2.35, million convicts were 
in the GulaG. the war made significant adjustments to the economic 
activities of the camps and colonies. according to the order  
of the NKVd of the ussr “on the termination of work on  
the construction of the NKVd in connection with the outbreak of war” 
as of June 28, 1941, construction work was suspended on 41 enterprises 
and at 19 road construction sites from July 1, 1941. under the orders 
of the government, the GulaG organized the production for the front 
line, restructuring all industrial colonies for the needs the supplying 
with ammunition, uniforms, and other military products. By the end  
of the war, the GulaG ranked second for the production of high-
explosive mines and for the production of special packing for 
ammunition in the union. In addition, the GulaG actively took part  
in the development of transport infrastructure. so, during the war, 
Volga and North-Pechora railways were built with the help of forced 
labor. that allowed to transport coal from Vorkuta to Moscow and 
leningrad. the newly built railroad soroka-obozerskaya provided 
transportation of soldiers and ammunition along the White sea.

“… to organize, as part of the administration of Corrective-labor Colonies 
of the GulaG of the NKVd and as an independent body of the Chief 
administration, a special department for the production of military  
products (ammunition, weapons, special packing, and equipment)  
at the expense of the regular staff numbers of the NKVd.”

froM the order of the nkvd “on the orGAnizAtion of the dePArtMent  
for the ProdUction of the MilitAry ProdUcts” As of noveMber 17, 1942

2, 3. Military production  
in the colonies of the GulaG. 
1944. Ga rF

1. 10 echelons of coal from 
Vorkuta, supplied above  
the plan. Ga rF

1. 2.

3.
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dUrinG 1940–1950 dozens of vArioUs reseArch 
institUtes And Prison-tyPe desiGn bUreAUs,  
Also known by the colloqUiAl nAMe “shArAshki,” 
were creAted Under the nkvd.
In 1939, a special technical bureau was established within the NKVd  
to use the intellectual work of convicted scientists, engineers,  
and technicians who were in detention in various camps and prisons. 
In the 1940s — 1950s, dozens of various research institutes and 
prison-type design bureaus were established under the NKVd- 
MVd of the ussr, which were colloquially called “sharashki”.  
the most famous design bureau created under the auspices  
of the NKVd was the Central design Bureau № 29 (“tupolev  
sharaga”). such “enemies of the nation” as P. Korolev, a. tupolev, 
M. Petlyakov, V. Myasishchev, d. tomashevich, and other outstanding 
design engineers have worked there.

4,032,810 people from the so-called special contingent of the MVd 
were assigned to various ministries and departments by december 1,  
1946. this number of involuntary workers included over 1.2 million 
special settlers, about 1.1 million convicts, over 1.7 million prisoners  
of war and internees.

Free forced labor created the illusion of its cheapness. In fact,  
such labor was costly to the state. the income from the exploitation  
of convocts did not cover the expenses of maintaining camps  
and colonies. therefore, GulaG annually received large amounts  
of grants from the state budget.

“due to the fact that the cost of maintaining working convicts includes  
the full cost of maintaining a camp (the entire camp administration, 
militarized guards, housing, clothing, food, cultural, living, and sanitary 
services, etc.), the average cost of prisoners on construction is more  
expensive than the average salary of a civilian employee.”

froM the rePort of the Minister of internAl AffAirs c. krUGlov to the dePUty 
chAirMAn of the coUncil of Ministers of the Ussr l. beriyA As of october 9, 1950

4, 5. Pe-2 and tu-2 aircrafts 
were the main bombers  
of soviet aviation during  
the Great Patriotic War.  
Both were created by convicts 
V. Petlyakov and a. tupolev in 6. a. tupolev

7. s. Korolev in the Butyrskaya 
prison. 1940.
the photo is the courtesy  
of N. Koroleva

4. 5. 6. 7.

the Central design Bureau 29. 
Photos from the album 
“the work of the 4th special 
department for 10 years.” 
1949. Ga rF
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“… of the totAl nUMber of the convicts: 
A) 1702 thoUsAnd PeoPle Are eMPloyed  
inclUdinG workers with redUced cAPAcity  
(iii weAkened cAteGory) — 824 thoUsAnd  
PeoPle. 
b) convicts of individUAl lAbor  
(disAbled And less-Abled) — 265 thoUsAnd 
PeoPle. 
c) non-PerforMinG (Active hAndicAPPed) —  
225 thoUsAnd PeoPle.”
froM the rePort on the eMPloyMent rAtes of GUlAG convicts detAined  
in cAMPs And colonies of the Mvd of the Ussr on deceMber 1, 1948.

In the second half of the 1940s — early 1950s, prison labor was  
widely used. Post-war Moscow with its heyday and revival  
was indebted to the GulaG. the most famous construction projects  
in Moscow, where forced labor was widely used, were the Moscow 
state university (a complex of buildings on the lenin mountains)  
and a high-rise building on Kotelnicheskaya embankment.  
However, much more important objects in the Moscow region,  
in the construction of which the convicts were directly involved,  
were the objects of air defense — “Berkut” system. to build these 
objects, 13 secret camps were set up at the same time in early  
1952 Knit by special order of the MVd. they were identified  
by cryptic letters: “БЖ,” “ВЧ,” “ИН,” “ГБ,” “ЕЯ,” etc. they were 
located around Moscow along circumferential roads (1st and 2nd 
“concretes”), which were also built by prisoners.

Сovers of archival records  
on objects of corrective-labor 
camps “БЖ,” “ИН,” “ГБ,” “ЕЯ” 
of the MVd organized  
in January 1952. Ga rF
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stalin's death interrupted the economic expansion of the GulaG.  
the process of reorganization of the Ministry of Internal affairs  
of the ussr, which began in March 1953, affected all aspects  
of camp life, including the camp economy. on March 18, the Council 
of Ministers of the ussr issued a resolution on transfer of production 
and construction organizations from the MVd to other ministries  
and departments.

“Considering that the construction of several hydraulic structures, railroads, 
highways, and enterprises, envisaged by earlier government resolutions,  
is not caused by the urgent needs of the national economy, the Council  
of Ministers of the ussr decides:
1. to stop the construction of the following facilities:
a) hydraulic structures: the Main turkmen channel; the Volga-ural  
gravity canal; the Volga-Baltic waterway; waterworks on the lower don;  
the ust-donetsk port;
b) railways and highways: the Chum-salekhard-Igarka railway […]  
the Komsomolsk-Pobedino railway; tunnel crossing under the tatar strait…”

froM the ProJect of the resolUtion of the coUncil of Ministers of the Ussr  
“on AMendMents to the constrUction ProGrAM of 1953” As of MArch 21, 1953

“In stalin's time, the slave labor of millions of prisoners who died  
in the monstrous system of the GulaG played a significant economic role, 
especially in the development of poorly inhabited areas of the east and north. 
there is no doubt that this system was not only immensely inhuman  
and criminal but also ineffective. It was a part of the extensive, wasteful 
economy of that time, not to mention the remote consequences  
of the barbaric destruction of the human potential of the country.”

A. sAkhArov. PeAce, ProGress, hUMAn riGhts. leninGrAd, 1990. P. 78

3. “dead road”: unfinished 
transpolar highway Chum — 
salehard — Igarka.  
Current condition.  
Photo by V. Khokhlov

1, 2. Guard camp towers. 
Current condition.  
Photo by V. Khokhlov

1. 2. 3.
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1. the letter by the Chairman of the oGPu F. dzerzhinsky  
to his deputy I. unslicht dated august 16, 1923. rGasPI

1.
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2. the order of the Narkom of Internal affairs of the ussr 
“on the organization of a special technical bureau.” 
January 10, 1939. Ga rF

3. the fi rst page of the report on the employment rates 
of GulaG convicts as of december 1, 1948. Ga rF

Illustrated HIstoryAtlAs of the GUlAG74
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chAPter 6.
sUrvivAl strAteGy 
behind bArbed wire

not All of those who were sentenced  
to dePrivAtion of liberty went free.  
for 26 yeArs of the GUlAG existence,  
over 2 Million PeoPle died in cAMPs becAUse  
of hUnGer And illness. however, eAch of those 
who hAve Preserved their life hAd their own 
sUrvivAl strAteGy.

CHroNoloGy:
AUGUst 1, 1935

the NKVd issued the order “on the set-off working days for 
convicts of camps and places of imprisonment of the NKVd,” 
which declared that “the set-off of working days is one  
of the main forms of early release of convicts from camps, 
prisons, and colonies of the NKVd and the highest form  
of encouragement for them.”

JUne 15, 1939
on the initiative of I. stalin the Presidium of the supreme  
Council of the ussr abolished off-set of working days  
and parole. the decree prescribed: “the convicted  
person must serve the full term of the sentence imposed  
by the court.”

AUGUst 2, 1939
the “temporary instruction on the regime of convicts  
in the NKVd labor camps” was introduced. It stated  
that the camp regime should ensure the safe isolation  
of criminals and promote the most effective use of their  
labor. a strengthened regime was established for those  
convicted of counter-revolutionary crimes.

MArch 13, 1950
the Council of Ministers of the ussr adopted a decree  
according to which all prisoners, except for those who were  
kept in special camps, were transferred to wages.

In the 1920s — 1950s, on the territory of the ussr was about  
500 production-oriented camp complexes, each of which  
comprised tens and hundreds of smaller units — divisions,  
facilities. the camp was a special world with a set of rules  
and everyday practices that determined the life of its inhabitants. 
Political convicts sentenced to long terms of imprisonment  
(from 10 to 25 years) spent most of their lives in camps.  
the prisoners of the stalin camps faced a difficult task —  
not just to survive, but to preserve human dignity,  
their inner world.

1. Convicts at work in a shoe 
shop. Vorkutinsky Itl, 1945. 
Ga rF
Read more about the “effective use 
of prison labor” on page 79

2. Camp orchestra  
on the construction  
of the soroka-obozerskaya 
railway. soroka Itl, 1940. 
Ga rF

3. Female zone, the hard labor 
unit of the Vorkutinsly Itl, 
1945. Ga rF

4. Column No. 7  
of the eastern Itl, 1944.  
Ga rF

1.

2.
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cAMP zone, bArbed wire, wAtchtowers, 
bArrAcks, And bUnks sUrroUnded convicts 
every dAy. dePrivAtion of freedoM And constAnt 
coercion to hArd lAbor oPPressed convicts  
not only PhysicAlly bUt Also sPiritUAlly.  
the dAy At the cAMP Got intolerAbly lonG,  
filled with bAck-breAkinG lAbor And worries 
AboUt food, PreservAtion of PhysicAl heAlth 
And life.

“Fences, barbed wire went beyond the horizon. and barracks, barracks, 
barracks. I ask the escort — what is it? they answer: ‘Well, it is our russia, 
yours and ours.”

froM MeMoirs of A forMer Prisoner of the GUlAG y. fidelGoltz

“the labor force employed in the construction of the largest industrial 
enterprises, railways, sea shipyards, special defense facilities,  
and the development and removal of timber is not fully used due  
to extremely poor uniforms and an inadequate amount of food for convicts.”

rePort of the nArkoM of internAl AffAirs of the Ussr l. beriyA to the chAirMAn  
of the snk of the Ussr v. Molotov dAted MAy 30, 1940

5. the hard labor department 
of the Vorkutinsky Itl, 1945. 
Ga rF

3.

4.

5.
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Most of the camps were located in remote, sparsely populated areas 
of the ussr, where the availability of household items became 
a huge problem. the prisoners made the necessary items themselves: 
spoons, bowls, fl asks, pots, combs. the skill to repair shoes 
and clothes, to hide your own spoon or pot during a search 
sometimes was a matter of life or death in the camp.

“In the fi rst days you suffer from the lack of a spoon, but then you get used 
to such discrimination the prisoner. With the fi nger or tongue, you get those 
crumbs you were awarded with for shock work in the woods or digging 
trenches for the foundation of the coal preparation plant and the mine, 
on laying walls of houses for miners.”

froM MeMoirs of A forMer convict k. lAkitskAs

“Having received a ration of 600 grams, we went to the dining area. 
there were no tables, no seats, and no heating. the tableware in the dining 
area was the same as in the Magadan transfer, made of cans by local 
craftsmen.”

froM MeMoirs of convicts

“a spoon… Have you ever thought about the comparative value of the items 
we use on a daily basis? Here we sit down at the dining table. It is covered with 
a tablecloth. on it, there is bread, plates, knife, forks, spoons, glasses, saucers. 
Which of them is the most important, the most valuable, the most necessary — 
without which there is absolutely nothing to do?
In the ‘anti-world’, where the action of my story takes place, life was brought 
to a humiliating misery. there was no table, let alone a tablecloth. of all that 
fends on your table, the prisoner, if he had to choose from this grace, without 
hesitation, would grab a spoon.
the fate of the one who had no spoon was sad. you will not get it anywhere. 
But how to eat without it? you can, at worst, pour watery soup into your 
mouth from your pot. use a crust of bread, and even fi ngers to pick up 
porridge bits. and what to be when you have to eat from the common tank, 
and there is no spoon? do not wait from the ‘dogmen’ — so the camp wags 
called the ones eating from one tank — that they will leave even a drop. 
the cruel, unwritten camp law read: ‘you die today, and I die tomorrow.’ 
Permanent hunger is such distress. therefore, we protected the spoon 
above all, hid it away better.”

nonfictionAl stories “coMPAnions in MisfortUne” by l. Gorodin

1. a self-made spoon. GMIG 2. a self-made fl ask. GMIG

1. 2.
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“the bunks in the barrack were three-storied. everyone tried to take a place 
near the edge, and not near the pole which was always covered in bedbugs… 
the light in the barrack was on all night…”

froM MeMoirs of A forMer convict n. vAishvilene

“the incidence and mortality among prisoners of the North-Pechora  
camp of the NKVd take alarming proportions. In august of this year,  
322 prisoners died; in september, according to incomplete data, —  
692 prisoners. For the first 9 days of october of this year, 210 prisoners  
have died…”

froM the sPeciAl MessAGe of the oPerAtions division of the GUlAG  
dAted noveMber 1, 1941

the only way to save one's life in the camp was the so-called  
“light labor” indoors, for which required not only some special  
skills but also great luck. In camps, prisoners who had  
the “life-saving” professions were valued: medics, shoemakers, 
tailors, toolmakers, actors, musicians, artists. the ability to sew, 
knit, embroider gave the opportunity for at least some income  
for women.

“…I apparently owe my life to my profession. I don't know if I would have 
saved my health and even life, not if I were a doctor. and I owe to this  
fact that, in very difficult conditions, I have always felt so good, peaceful.  
I have never felt this way, neither before nor after. the humanitarian field 
of the medical activity, which becomes visible in any unusual environment, 
created and supported this inner world when grief, hardship, and suffering 
were the main content, the main background of existence.”

froM the letter by doctor A. bAev to AcAdeMic v. endelGArdt

3. the convicted doctor 
a. Baev in the Norilsk hospital. 
1941. From the family archive 
of the Baevs

5. the Certificate of Honor  
to the prisoner a. ogarkov, 
who showed examples  
of high productivity at work 
as a doctor. 1946. GMIG

4. Convicts at work in a shoe 
shop. Vorkutinsky Itl, 1945. 
Ga rF

3. 4. 5.
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“June 22, 1939. I rarely write — this is true. I could write more often, 
but I work very hard, I do not leave the workshop before 11-12 at night… 
I really need fl oss, threads of good colors… If you can get them, post them 
to me. I should also ask you for powdered aniline dyes for fabrics — we dye 
threads for embroidery.”

froM A letter by A convict of kolyMA cAMPs

“Prisoners died daily. But it could not overshadow a powerful sense 
of the return to life, that embraced all of us, recovering. It turned out 
that here it is possible to earn some extra food.
‘Can you embroider?’ — sonya, the assyrian nurse from the household, 
mysteriously asks me.
‘of course,’ — I answer confi dently, having called a view of crosses 
on the canvas and needlework lessons in the preparatory class of the 
gymnasium from the darkness of times.
‘Now make this pattern on the pillow. and I will get you sugar, butter, 
white bread…”

froM MeMoirs of A forMer convict e. GinsbUrG

2. Men's shirt (“vyshyvanka”), 
made by the prisoner 
M. Bronzeberg in the work-
shop of the Norilsky Itl. 
GMIG

3. Children's collar 
embroidered by women 
in temnikovsky Itl. 
1938–1939. GMIG

1. e. s. Ginsburg. 1975. 
From the family archive 
of aksenovs

1. 2.

3.
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“I earned there a bit by drawing infi nite numbers of postcards. the women 
congratulated each other on their birthday, name-day, on holidays. and they 
have always ordered postcards. and I sketched these various postcards 
and my customers bartered them for a piece of lard or sugar, something 
like that… once I drew a postcard for the head of the bakery who was also 
a prisoner. she gave me a piece of white bread, which was the most pleasant.”

froM MeMoirs of A forMer convict i. UGriMovA

6. a postcard drawn
by prisoner M. Chaika. river 
camp (special camp № 6), 
1952. GMIG

4. a postcard made 
by prisoner a. silin for his 
daughter Katya. arkhangelsk 
region, Kotlas, 1944. GMIG

5. a postcard drawn 
by a. silin in exile. 
salekhard, 1952. GMIG

4. 6.

5.
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cAMP theAters were creAted in MAny  
lArGe cAMPs, bUt not for the leisUre  
of the Prisoners. they entertAined  
the cAMP AdMinistrAtion.
Convicted artists performed in such theaters. Many of them  
were already known throughout the country, such as lidia  
ruslanova, tatiana okunevskaya; composers s. Kaidan- 
deshkin (author of the pioneer anthem), Paul-Marcel rusakov.  
artists Václav dvorzecki and Georgiy Zhzhenov became the pride  
of the soviet theater and cinema after their release from the camp.

the modern Magadan Music and drama theatre and the Vorkuta 
drama theatre lead their history from the camp clubs of  
the sevvostlag and Vorkutlag. Imprisoned musicians, singers,  
and actors participated in their stage productions. For several  
years, clubs have been reorganized into professional theaters.  
the future People's artist of the ussr, prisoner Georgiy  
Zhzhenov, and legendary singer, prisoner Vadim Kozin performed  
in the Magadan theater. the artistic director of the Vorkuta  
theater was the former chief director of the Bolshoi theatre,  
a professor at the Moscow Conservatory, prisoner Boris Mordvinov.

1. Camp orchestra on the 
construction of the soroka-
obozerskaya railway.  
soroka Itl, 1940. Ga rF

2. the program  
of the performance  
“Wedding in Malinovka,” 
staged in the Music and 
drama theater of Vyatsky Itl 
of the NKVd. 1944. GMIG

2.1.
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“When you remember years of work in the camp theater, you unwittingly  
catch yourself thinking — but it was an unreal and surreal world!
We are on stage in tails dancing and singing, and our brothers are dying  
in the dungeons — in mines. does it not resemble a feast during the plague? 
every minute we could find ourselves in the place of those who suffered 
underground.
Here is one of these cases. In the operetta ‘rose Marie’, staged by Mordvinov  
in 1945, most of the parts were performed by imprisoned artists. But the title 
role was played by a free singer, Vera Makarovna Pyaskovskaya. I played  
the part of emil, her brother, and sergey yakovlevich rebrikov — the part  
of Jim Kenyon, the gold digger. the husband of Vera Piaskovskaya was  
a big camp chief named Chepyga. It seemed to him that the love scenes 
between rose Marie (his wife) and Jim (the prisoner) looked very, very  
natural. tormented by jealousy, he immediately wrote off seryozha rebrikov,  
a professional opera singer with a wonderful baritone, for general works.
In all theaters of our country, cancan was banned. Here, in a disastrous polar 
concentration camp, visitors to the theater could enjoy this forbidden fruit.  
the all-powerful ruler of Vorkuta, General Maltsev lifted the ban on cancan! 
Cancan on permafrost — isn't it fantastic?”

froM MeMoirs of A forMer convict A. MArkov.  
story “cAncAn on PerMAfrost” froM the book “notes of A hArd lAbor convict  
in vorkUtA ‘e105” by e. MArkovA

3, 4. Magadan Music and 
drama theater named  
after M. Gorky.  
the end of the 1940s. 
International Memorial

5. actor G. Zhzhenov  
at the beginning of his career. 
the film “Komsomolsk.” 1935.
From the magazine “ogonek,” 
1988

3. 5.

4.
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the performance  
of the orchestra.  
tulomstroy. GMIG
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1. the report of the Narkom of Internal affairs of the ussr 
l. Beriya to the Chairman of the sNK of the ussr V. Molotov 
dated May 30, 1940. rGasPI

2. the certificate on the state of the detention regime  
of prisoners in the sredne-Belsky camp of the NKVd. 1941.

1.
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3. the special message of the operations division of the GulaG 
dated November 1, 1941. Ga rF

4. the message of the Prosecutor of the ussr V. Bochkov  
to the Narkom of the Internal affairs l. Beriya on the serious 
nutritional situation and high mortality among prisoners  
of the sevurallag.

3.
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chAPter 7.
liberAtion

CHroNoloGy:
MArch 5, 1953

death of stalin. the beginning of the process of liberation  
and rehabilitation of victims of mass repression.

MArch 27, 1953
the decree of the Presidium of the supreme Council of the ussr  
“on amnesty.” Based on this document, over one million people  
were released from camps, colonies, and prisons

1954–1957
the lifting of restrictions in the legal status of exiled and special 
settlers and their release from exile and special settlement.

febrUAry 25, 1956
report of N. Khrushchev “on the cult of personality and its 
consequences” at the closed session of the 20th Congress  
of the Communist Party.

MArch 24, 1956
decree of the Presidium of the supreme Council of the ussr  
“on consideration of cases against persons serving sentences  
for political, official and economic crimes.”

october 25, 1956
the Council of Ministers of the ussr and the tsK KPss recognized  
as “inexpedient the continued existence of corrective-labor camps  
of the Ministry of Internal affairs of the ussr as they did not ensure 
the fulfillment of the most important state task — redeployment  
of prisoners in labor,” and decided to “reorganize the labor camps 
of the Ministry of Internal affairs of the ussr into corrective-labor 
colonies.”

october 27, 1956
By order of the MVd of the ussr, the Chief administration  
of Corrective-labor Camps and Colonies was reorganized into  
the Chief administration of Corrective-labor Colonies.

the death of stalin on March 5, 1953, stopped mass repression for political 
reasons. the difficult process of return and rehabilitation began for the victims 
of stalin's terror. the top leadership of the country spoke of the need to restore 
“socialist legality.”

2. released early on parole.  
From the photo album  
of visual agitation  
of subdivisions of the North-
ural Itl. 1956. Ga rF

1. N. Khrushchev  
on the tribune of the 20th 
Congress of the Communist 
Party. February 1956. 
International Memorial

3, 4. Farewell to stalin. 
Pictures from the film  
“In the days of great grief  
of the people.” 1953. rGaKFd

1.

2.

3. 4.
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AccordinG to the decree of the PresidiUM  
of the sUPreMe coUncil of the Ussr  
“on AMnesty” As of MArch 27, 1953,  
1,201,738 PeoPle (53,8 % of the totAl  
nUMber of Prisoners) were releAsed  
froM cAMPs, colonies, And Prisons.  
104 cAMPs, 1567 colonies And cAMP  
sUbdivisions were shUt down  
And 180,034 eMPloyees of the cAMP  
sector were retrenched. thAt nUMber  
inclUded 109,206 secUrity eMPloyees.

“there are 2,526,402 prisoners in corrective-labor camps, prisons,  
and colonies… the maintenance of numerous prisoners in camps,  
prisons, and colonies, among which there is a significant part  
of the convicts for crimes that do not pose any danger to society,  
including women, adolescents, the elderly and sick people, is not caused  
by the necessity of the state.”

froM A note by the Minister of the internAl AffAirs of the Ussr l. beriyA  
to the PresidiUM of the tsk kPss As of MArch 26, 1953

“10. […] do not apply the amnesty to persons sentenced for over 5 years  
for counter-revolutionary crimes, major embezzlement of socialist  
property (worth over 50,000 rubles), banditry, and meditated murder.”

froM the order of the Minister of internAl AffAirs of the Ussr, Minister  
of JUstice of the Ussr And GenerAl ProsecUtor of the Ussr dAted MArch 28, 1953 
“on the Policy of iMPleMentAtion of the decree of the PresidiUM of the sUPreMe 
coUncil of the Ussr ‘on AMnesty’ As of MArch 27, 1953”

5. the article about  
the disease and death  
of stalin. Newspaper  
“Pravda.” March 6, 1953.

6. From the photo album  
of visual agitation  
of subdivisions of the North-
ural Itl. 1956. Ga rF

5. 6.
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froM MAy 1954 to MArch 1956, the centrAl  
And locAl coMMissions on reconsiderAtion  
of the cAses of Persons convicted  
of coUnter-revolUtionAry criMes  
reviewed 337,183 cAses. decisions  
on terMinAtion of cAses, redUcinG  
sentences, iMPleMentAtion of the decree  
on AMnesty, And releAsinG froM the exile  
were MAde for 153,502 convicts (45.5 %).
after the arrest of l. Beriya, the highest judicial, party and 
government bodies received tens of thousands of applications, 
complaints, petitions in which prisoners and relatives of repressed 
complained of illegal conviction of counter-revolutionary crimes 
and requested a review of criminal cases. Many letters suggested 
the establishment of special commissions to review cases of political 
prisoners.

“… 467,946 prisoners convicted of counter-revolutionary crimes are being  
held in camps, colonies, and prisons, and 62,462 persons are exiled  
after serving the sentence for counter-revolutionary crimes. to identify  
cases of unjustified conviction of citizens and their subsequent rehabilitation, 
we consider it necessary to specifically review all criminal cases against 
persons convicted of counter-revolutionary crimes by all judicial  
and extrajudicial bodies and detained in camps, colonies, and prisons  
of the MVd of the ussr, as well as persons who are exiled to a settlement  
after serving their sentences for counter-revolutionary crimes.
to review the cases and make the necessary decisions on them,  
we consider it expedient to form a Central Commission…”

froM A note by r. rUdenko, s. krUGlov, i. serov, And k. Gorshenin to the PresidiUM 
of the tsk kPss on the orGAnizAtion of A centrAl coMMission to review 
the cAses of the Prisoners convicted for “coUnter-revolUtionAry criMes”  
And contAined in cAMPs, colonies And Prisons, And exiled to settleMents.  
MArch 19, 1954

1. the Poles, who were former 
prisoners of Vorkutinsky Itl.  
1955. Photo from  
the collection of t. Kizna

4. the dismantled monument 
to stalin at the city dump. 
Vorkuta, 1961. Photo from  
the collection of t. Kizna

2. the certificate of 
termination of the case for 
lack of corpus delicti and 
cancellation of the sentence 
imposed by the Military 
Collegium dated May 30, 1940,  
with respect to I. Cherdantsev. 
december 29, 1955.  
GMIG archive

3. Composer P.-M. rusakov 
at the conductor's panel. 
lenconcert. 1958. GMIG

1. 2. 3.
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on MAy 4, 1954, the PresidiUM of the tsk kPss 
estAblished the centrAl coMMittee  
And locAl coMMissions to review  
the cAses of the Persons who hAve been 
convicted of coUnter-revolUtionAry criMes.
set up and operated by repressive bodies, the commissions have  
left more than half of the counter-revolutionary cases in force. 
Historian lev Gumilev, the son of the poet anna akhmatova,  
was among those who were denied release after reexamination  
of their case by the Central Commission.

the 20th Congress of the Communist Party of the soviet union,  
held in Moscow at the Kremlin Palace from 14 to 25 February 1956,  
was the most important prerequisite for the official liquidation  
of the GulaG. this Congress went down in history thanks  
to the report “on the cult of personality and its consequences.”  
the First secretary of the tsK KPss N. Khrushchev read  
the secret report at the closed session of the Congress  
on the last day of its work.

4.
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“… It turns out that many of the party, soviet, economic workers who were 
declared ‘enemies’ in 1937–1938 were never real enemies, spies, pests, etc. 
In essence, they always remained honest communists, but they were slandered, 
and sometimes, unable to withstand brutal torture, they themselves (under 
the dictation of investigators — falsifiers) slandered themselves of incredible 
accusations. […]
…the actions initiated by stalin are outrageous and constitute a gross  
violation of the main leninist principles of the national policy of the soviet 
state. We are talking about mass evictions of entire nations, including  
all communists and Komsomol members, from their homes with  
no exceptions. and military considerations did not dictate this kind  
of eviction.”

froM the secret rePort “on the cUlt of PersonAlity And its conseqUences”  
by n. khrUshchev At the 20th conGress of the coMMUnist PArty.  
febrUAry 25, 1956

“yet Khrushchev's step — from wildness to civilization, from animal instincts 
to enlightenment of the mind, from irrationality to responsibility-stirred  
the society, which objectively served the movement to freedom.”

froM the book “twiliGht” by. A. yAkovlev, PAGe 259

1,197,847 PeoPle froM the nUMber of rePressed 
citizens were rehAbilitAted froM 1953 to 1962.

4. a. akhmatova with her 
son l. Gumilev. International 
Memorial

3. Photo from the investi-
gation file of l. Gumilev.  
reed camp (special camp 
№ 10), 1953. Photo courtesy  
of l. Voznesensky

2. a former prisoner 
e. Kersnovskaya with her 
mother. the first meeting 
in 20 years. essentuki, 1958. 
GMIG

1. a former prisoner 
a. Bukharina-larina  
with the suitcase which was 
with her during imprisonment 
and exile. Photo courtesy  
of steven Cohen

1. 2.
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under the decree of the Presidium of the supreme Council  
of the ussr “on the examination of cases against persons serving 
sentences for political, official and economic crimes” as of March 
24, 1956, 97 commissions of the Presidium of the supreme Council 
of the ussr were created. they included 375 members of the 
party executives, soviet workers, and highly qualified lawyers. 
Commissions have completed their work by october 1, 1956.  
In total, they reviewed cases of 176,325 people. of this number, 
100,139 persons were released. the sentence was reduced  
for 42,016 convicts.

“I talk about liberation so casually, because that is the way I got it:  
I experienced no emotions or desires at that moment. I remember  
only devastation and confusion: where should I go, where should I live  
and work?”

froM MeMoirs of A soccer PlAyer And the foUnder of the fc “sPArtAk Moscow” 
n. stArostin

“I am rehabilitated. 
For twenty years this hour seemed like a threshold to a radiant future.  
But with joy came the feeling of rejection, inferiority. No one will return  
the best twenty years of life, no one will raise the dead friends. No one  
will tie the torn and dead threads that connect us with loved ones.  
the return to life is a difficult process.”

froM MeMoirs of A forMer convict o. AdAMovA-sliozberG

after returning from places of their sentences, former GulaG prisoners  
faced many life problems. they needed rest and treatment, employment  
and housing, pensions and medical care. along with the joy of liberation 
many had to experience a bitter sense of rejection and inferiority, because 
not only they have lost the best years of their lives, but also friends and 
relatives. Gaining freedom was not always been accompanied by full judicial 
rehabilitation. For hundreds of thousands of former GulaG prisoners,  
the process of restoring rights, justice, and a good name has stretched  
out for many years and it continues today.

3. 4.
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1. the decree of the Presidium of the supreme Council  
of the ussr “on amnesty.” Newspaper “Pravda.” March 28, 1953.

2. the letter by a. akhmatova to the Chairman of the Presidium 
of the supreme Council of the ussr K. Voroshilov with a request 
to release her son, l. Gumilev. February 8, 1954. Ga rF

1.
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3. the minutes of the closed meeting of the 20th Congress  
of the Communist Party. February 25, 1956. resolution  
of the XX Congress of the Communist Party “on the cult  
of personality and its consequences.” February 25, 1956. rGaNI

3.
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4. the decree of the Presidium of the supreme Council 
of the ussr “on consideration of cases against persons 
serving sentences for political, offi cial and economic crimes.” 
March 24, 1956. Ga rF

5. the certifi cate of termination of the criminal case 
as of 29 November 1937 against Paul-Marcel rusakov 
due to failure to prove guilt. January 12, 1956. GMIG

4.
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6. Cancellation  
of the sentence pronounced 
by the Military Collegium  
of the supreme Court  
of the ussr dated august 25, 
1938, and dismissal  
for lack of corpus delicti  
with respect to s. Mikhailov. 
March 22, 1956.  
GMIG archive

7. the certificate of review 
the case of M. Krizhanovsky 
by the Military Court  
of the Moscow Military 
district and cancellation  
of the decision of the Board 
of the oGPu of May 22, 1933. 
the case was dismissed 
for lack of corpus delicti. 
M. Krizhanovsky was 
rehabilitated posthumously. 
september 10, 1957.  
GMIG archive

8. the certificate  
on cancellation  
of the sentence pronounced 
by the Military Collegium  
of the supreme Court  
of the ussr dated June 19, 
1938, and dismissal for lack  
of corpus delicti with 
respect to I. dragunsky. 
dregunsky was rehabilitated 
posthumously.  
october 26, 1956.  
GMIG archive

6.
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chAPter 8.
the MeMory AboUt victiMs 
of the rePression

CHroNoloGy:
sePteMber 28, 1987

a Commission of the Politburo of the tsk KPss was established  
for the additional study of materials related to repression that  
took place in the period 1930–1940s and the beginning of the 1950s.

JUly 4, 1988
the Politburo of the tsK KPss adopted the resolution  
of “on the construction of a monument to victims of lawlessness  
and repression”.

1989
the Memorial society was officially established.

JAnUAry 16, 1989
the Presidium of the supreme Council of the ussr adopted the decree 
“on additional measures to restore justice to victims of repression  
that took place during the 1930s–1940s and early 1950s.”

JUne 28, 1989
the Politburo of the tsK KPss adopted the resolution  
of the “on the perpetuation of the memory of victims of repression 
from the period of the 1930s–1940s and early 1950s.”

AUGUst 13, 1990
the President of the ussr adopted the decree “on the restoration  
of the rights of all victims political repression of the 1920–1950s.”

october 18, 1991
the law of the russian Federation “on the rehabilitation of victims  
of political repression” was adopted. It is in force to the present day. 
the nationwide day of remembrance of Victims of Political repression 
was established on october 30.

2001
the state GulaG History Museum was created.

AUGUst 15, 2015
the Concept of state Policy to perpetuate the memory of victims  
of political repression was approved by the decree of the Government 
of the russian Federation.

APril 18, 2016
the Foundation “Perpetuation the memory of victims of political 
repression” (Memory Fund) was established at the initiative  
of the GulaG History Museum.

october 30, 2017
the President of russia V. Putin opened the first national memorial  
to victims of political repression — “the wall of grief” (Moscow).

In the second half of the 1980s, a new wave of rehabilitation began, 
due to a change in the country's political course (“perestroika”).  
In 1987, the Political Commission of the tsK KPss was created  
to study materials about the repression in mid-century. In 1988, 
N. yakovlev, a member of the Politburo, became its executive.  
the work of the Commission contributed to understanding  
of the national history. In 1989 and 1991, legal acts of the supreme 
Council of the ussr on declaring repressive acts against forcibly 
relocated nations illegal were adopted.

1. Monument of the memorial 
complex “Norilsk Calvary.”

2. Memorial “Mask  
of sorrow,” dedicated to the 
memory of victims of political 
repression, opened on June 12, 
1996, not far from Magadan. 
sculptor — e. Neizvestny

2.

1.
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stArtinG 1990, the dAy of reMeMbrAnce of the 
victiMs of PoliticAl rePression is held AnnUAlly 
on october, 30. dUrinG the three yeArs, froM 
1989 to 1991, over 130 MonUMents And MeMoriAl  
siGns were estAblished on the initiAtive  
of non-GovernMentAl orGAnizAtions  
to coMMeMorAte the MeMory AboUt victiMs  
of PoliticAl rePression. todAy, the nUMber  
of MonUMents AMoUnts to over 1200.
In 1996, the “Mask of sorrow” monument was opened in Magadan. 
according to the author, sculptor ernst Neizvestny, “Masks  
of sorrow” should be installed in three locations: Magadan, Vorkuta,  
and yekaterinburg. Magadan and Vorkuta were the largest sites  
of the GulaG. sverdlovsk (now yekaterinburg) was the main transfer 
point for prisoners sent to the Far North and Kolyma. on November 
20, 2017, the second monument was opened near yekaterinburg  
on the 12th kilometer of the Moscow tract, on the site of the former 
firing range: “triangle of sorrow” — “Masks of sorrow: europe — 
asia.” the third monument is still not created.

3. the Memorial Complex 
“Norilsk Calvary.”

3.
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froM AUGUst 8, 1937 to october 19, 1938,  
20,762 were shot At the bUtovo rAnGe.
Because of the work of the yakovlev's Commission, many places  
of mass executions and graves were found and made public, among 
them Kommunarka, Butovo, levashov, Kurapaty. the first Books  
of Memory listing the names of victims of repression appeared.  
In the early 1990s, the largest firing ranges “Kommunarka”  
and “Butovo” in Moscow and “levashovo” in saint Petersburg  
were opened for the visits of relatives of the repressed.

since that time, the search for other places of mass graves of victims 
of terror began. In 1996, a memorial was opened at the mass graves 
site near yekaterinburg. In the late 1990s, a mournful cross was 
erected in the natural boundary sandarmokh (Karelia), which became 
a cemetery for tens of thousands of special settlers who were shot, 
convicts of Belbaltlag and solovki camps.

1. Memorial “Butovo range” 
the place of mass executions 
and burials. Moscow.

2. the monument to victims 
of political repression,  
shot and buried at the site 
“Kommunarka.” Moscow.

3, 4. levashovo Memorial 
Cemetery. saint Petersburg.

1. 2.

3. 4.
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dUrinG 1991–2014, 3,510,818 PeoPle were 
rehAbilitAted. 265,085 PeoPle were identified  
As victiMs of PoliticAl rePression  
And rehAbilitAted (they were children  
of rePressed Persons).
In 2001, the GulaG History Museum was opened in Moscow.  
It was founded by a famous historian, publicist and the public  
figure of a. antonov-ovseenko, who lived through the stalin camps 
and exile as the son of the “enemy of the nation.” the collection  
of the Museum includes an archive of documents, letters, memories 
of former prisoners of GulaG; a collection of convicts' belongings 
and items of related to the history of detention; a collection of works 
of art created by artists, who were at the GulaG, and contemporary 
authors, offering their own understanding of this topic. the museum 
is a public space for presentation, study, and discussion of current 
problems in the history of mass repression, forced labor, and lack  
of political freedom in the ussr.

In February 2017, the GulaG History Museum opened  
the documentation Center, where every visitor has a possibility  
to examine archival documents, thematic literature, and artifacts,  
as well as learn how to find information about repressed relatives.

the opening of the new 
exhibition of the GulaG 
History Museum
in November 2015.
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1. the memorial “Mask of sorrow,” dedicated to the memory  
of victims of political repression, opened on June 12, 1996,  
near Magadan. sculptor — e. Neizvestny.

2. the monument dedicated the victims of political repression 
“solovetsky stone” was installed in Moscow on lubyanka 
square. the inscription on the pedestal: “this stone from  
the territory of the solovetsky special camp was delivered  
by the Memorial society and erected in memory of the millions 
of victims of the totalitarian regime. october 30, 1990,  
day of the political prisoner.”

1.
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3. the Memorial to victims of political repression  
“Wall of Grief” (Moscow). sculptor — G. Frangulyan.

2.

3.
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list of AbbreviAtions
 
assr — autonomous soviet socialist republic 
aHu — administrative and economic Management

Belbaltlag — White sea-Baltic Itl

dalstroy — Main directorate of Construction of the Far North directorate  
of the Corrective-labor Colonies

Ga rF — state archive of the russian Federation
GMIG — state GulaG History Museum
GPu — state Political administration
GuGB — Chief administration of the state security
GulaG — Chief administration of Corrective-labor Camps and Colonies
GulGMP — Chief administration of Camps for the Mining and Metallurgy Industry
GulZhds — Chief administration of Camps for railroad Construction 

International Memorial — the international historical, educational, charitable  
and human rights society “Memorial”
Itl — forced labor camp Karlag — Karagandinsky Itl

Kolkhoz — collective farm
KPss — Communist Party of the soviet union

MGB — Ministry of state security
MGu — Moscow state university
MVd-Ministry of Internal affairs
Myu — Ministry of Justice

NKVd — People's Commissariat of Internal affairs
Norillag — Norilsky Itl

oGPu — Joint state Political administration

PB, Politburo — Political Bureau
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rGalI — russian state archive of literature and art
rGaNI — russian state archive of Contemporary History
rGasPI — russian state archive of socio-Political History
rGVa — russian state Military archive
rKP(b) — russian Communist Party (Bolsheviks)
rsFsr — russian soviet Federal socialist republic 
rF — russian Federation
rVsr — revolutionary Military Council of the republic

sangorodok — sanitary town; a camp site where the camp hospital was located
sevvoslag — Northeast Itl siblag — siberian Itl
sloN — solovetsky special designation Camp

tsIK — Central executive Committee
tsK — Central Committee of the Communist Party
tsKb-29 — Central design Bureau-29
tsKK — Central Control Commission

uslaG — department of solovetsky Corrective-labor Camp
ussr — union of soviet socialist republics

VChK — all-russian extraordinary Commission
VKP(b) — all-union Communist Party (Bolsheviks)
Vorkutlag — Vorkutisky Itl
VsNKh — supreme economic Council
VtsiK — all-russian Central executive Committee
Vyatlag — Vyatskiy Itl
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the GulaG History Museum  
is open from tuesday to sunday  
from 12:00 to 21:00.  
the Museum is closed on Mondays  
and on the last Friday of the month. 

1-st sAMotechny, 9, b.1 GMiG.rU

the director of the MUseUM — roMAn roMAnov 
recePtion: + 7 495 621 73 10, info@GMiG.rU
GUided toUrs: + 7 495 681 88 82, obrAz@GMiG.rU
Pr: + 7 495 681 29 90, Pr@GMiG.rU

we invite yoU to visit oUr PerMAnent exhibition

the permanent exhibition of the Museum introduces the history of the repressive system  
in the ussr in the period of 1920–1950s, starting with the creation of the first concentration 
camps and until the shut down of the camps of the GulaG system after stalin's death.

lectUres, PlAys, concerts, screeninGs, creAtive eveninGs in the MUseUM
the Museum hosts lectures, performances, concerts, film screenings, creative evenings and 
performances offering figurative insight into the topic of repression. the information about 
events can be found on the Museum website gmig.ru. Concerning the organization of events: 
+ 7 495 681 88 82, events@gmig.ru.

 
docUMentAtion center

If you would like to know how to find information about repressed relatives, please contact 
the Museum's documentation Center: + 7 495 681 61 89 ext. 22-23, doc@gmig.ru.

 
scientific librAry

a collection of books on the history of the GulaG and political repression can be found  
on in the Museum's scientific library. the catalogue and the working hours of the library  
are published on the website of the Museum: gmig.ru. Concerning the work of the library:  
7 495 681 61 89, biblio@gmig.ru.

 
hoUse on the eMbArkMent

the “House on the embankment” is a department of the GulaG History Museum located  
in the famous Government House on serafimovich street. Website: dnnmuseum.ru.

 
MUseUM collections

the Museum gratefully accepts photos, memoirs, letters and documents, personal 
belongings of the repressed and camp artifacts. For the transfer of items to the collection  
of the Museum you can contact the department of accounting and storage of Funds:
+ 7 495 681 15 29, fond@gmig.ru.
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My GUlAG
Verbal testimonies of participants in the events and their relatives are important  
to the museum, therefore, since 2013, the studio of Visual anthropology has been  
recording video interviews with people who have been through repression and the GulaG.  
If you or your family members have been affected by the repression of the stalin era,  
and you do not want the memory about these events to go into oblivion, — please contact us: 
+ 7 495 621 73 46, mygulag@gmig.ru.
the recorded video interviews are published on the website of the project “My GulaG”: 
mygulag.ru.

 
scientific reseArch

the research department of the Museum studies the history of soviet mass repression,  
takes part in international and all-russian conferences, and round tables. to contact  
the department staff: + 7 495 681 61 89, nauka@gmig.ru.

 
edUcAtion center

Interaction with schoolchildren, students and teachers is one of the priorities  
of the Museum. the projects of the educational center of the Museum  
can be found on the website gmig.ru. Concerning the work of the Center:  
+ 7 495 681 88 82, obraz@gmig.ru.

 
sociAl And volUnteer center

the Museum has a social and Volunteer Center that supports victims of political repression. 
Museum volunteers escort elderly people to medical institutions, help around the house, 
provide legal assistance, organize leisure and support morally. to become a volunteer,  
just fill out a form on the Museum website. Concerning the work of the Center:  
+ 7 495 681 64 18, help@gmig.ru.

 
Mobile exhibitions

the Museum organizes stationary and mobile exhibitions based on the collection  
and in collaboration with other museums, archives, institutes, publishing houses,  
public organizations, cultural and educational centers. to contact the exhibition  
department of the Museum: + 7 495 621 73 35, expozition@gmig.ru.

 
AssociAtion of rUssiAn MUseUMs of MeMory

the GulaG History Museum initiated the creation of the association of russian Museums  
of Memory, which includes 32 museums of 27 cities of the country. you can learn about  
the work of the association on the website memorymuseums.ru.

 
interActive MAP of the GUlAG

the GulaG History museum developed the interactive map of the GulaG, a growing 
database on history and geography of corrective-labor camps, which existed ofn the territory 
of the ussr from 1918 to 1960. the map is available online at gulagmap.ru.








